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Michael Hudson June 29, 2023

Amerika právě zničila Velké impérium od Michaela
Hudsona – The Unz Review

unz.com/mhudson/america-has-just-destroyed-a-great-empire

Sdílejte s Gabem

Hérodotos ( Historie , kniha 1.53) vypráví příběh Kroisa, krále Lydie
c. 585-546 př.nl na území dnešního západního Turecka a na
Jónském pobřeží Středozemního moře. Kroisos dobyl Efesos,
Milétos a sousední řecky mluvící oblasti, získal hold a kořist, díky
nimž se stal jedním z nejbohatších vládců své doby. Ale tato vítězství
a bohatství vedly k aroganci a aroganci. Kroisos obrátil oči na
východ, ctižádostivý dobýt Persii, jíž vládl Kýros Veliký.
Poté, co Kroisos obdařil oblastní kosmopolitní chrám Delphi
značným stříbrem a zlatem, zeptal se jeho Orákula, zda by byl
úspěšný v dobytí, které plánoval. Kněžka Pýthie odpověděla: „Pokud
půjdeš do války proti Persii, zničíš velkou říši.
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Kroisos se proto vydal zaútočit na Persii c. 547 před naším
letopočtem. Pochodoval na východ a zaútočil na perský vazalský
stát Phrygia. Cyrus zahájil speciální vojenskou operaci, aby zahnal
Croesa zpět, porazil Croesovu armádu, zajal ho a využil příležitosti
zmocnit se Lydiina zlata, aby představil své vlastní perské zlaté
mince. Takže Kroisos skutečně zničil velkou říši, ale byla jeho
vlastní.
Rychle vpřed k dnešnímu úsilí Bidenovy administrativy rozšířit
americkou vojenskou moc proti Rusku a za ním i Číně. Prezident
požádal o radu dnešní obdobu starověkého delfského orákula: CIA a
její spojené think-tanky. Namísto varování před arogantností
podporovali neokonzervativní sen, že útok na Rusko a Čínu upevní
americkou kontrolu nad světovou ekonomikou a dosáhne konce
dějin.
Po zorganizování státního převratu na Ukrajině v roce 2014 vyslaly
Spojené státy svou zástupnou armádu NATO na východ a poskytly
Ukrajině zbraně, aby mohla bojovat proti etnické válce proti rusky
mluvícímu obyvatelstvu a přeměnit ruskou krymskou námořní
základnu v pevnost NATO. Tato ambice na úrovni Croesus měla za
cíl zatáhnout Rusko do boje a vyčerpat jeho schopnost bránit se,
zničit jeho ekonomiku v tomto procesu a zničit jeho schopnost
poskytovat vojenskou podporu Číně a dalším zemím, jejichž cílem je
hledání soběstačnosti jako alternativy k hegemonii USA. .
Po osmi letech provokace byl nápadně připraven nový vojenský útok
na rusky mluvící Ukrajince, kteří byli připraveni vyrazit k ruským
hranicím v únoru 2022. Rusko chránilo své ruskojazyčné
spoluobčany před dalším etnickým násilím zahájením vlastní
speciální vojenské operace. Spojené státy a jejich spojenci v NATO
se okamžitě zmocnili ruských devizových rezerv držených v Evropě
a Severní Americe a požadovali, aby všechny země zavedly sankce
proti dovozu ruské energie a obilí, v naději, že to naruší směnný kurz
rublu. Delfské ministerstvo zahraničí očekávalo, že to způsobí
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vzpouru ruských spotřebitelů a svržení vlády Vladimira Putina, což
umožní USA manévrování k instalaci klientské oligarchie, jako je ta,
kterou pěstovaly v 90. letech za prezidenta Jelcina.
Vedlejším produktem této konfrontace s Ruskem bylo uzamčení
americké kontroly nad svými západoevropskými satelity. Cílem
tohoto žokeje uvnitř NATO bylo zabránit snu Evropy profitovat z
užších obchodních a investičních vztahů s Ruskem výměnou svých
průmyslových výrob za ruské suroviny. Spojené státy tuto vyhlídku
vykolejily tím, že vyhodily do povětří plynovody Nord Stream, čímž
odřízly Německo a další země od přístupu k levnému ruskému
plynu. To zanechalo přední evropskou ekonomiku závislou na
dražším americkém zkapalněném zemním plynu (LNG).
Kromě nutnosti dotovat domácí evropský plyn, aby se zabránilo
rozsáhlé platební neschopnosti, je v boji proti ruské armádě zničena
velká část německých tanků Leopard, amerických raket Patriot a
dalších „zázračných zbraní“ NATO. Ukázalo se, že americkou
strategií není jednoduše „bojovat do posledního Ukrajince“, ale
bojovat do posledního tanku, rakety a dalších zbraní, které budou
vyřazeny ze skladů NATO.
Očekávalo se, že toto vyčerpání zbraní NATO vytvoří obrovský
náhradní trh, který obohatí americký vojensko-průmyslový komplex.
Jejím zákazníkům NATO se říká, aby zvýšili své vojenské výdaje na
3 nebo dokonce 4 procenta HDP. Slabý výkon amerických a
německých zbraní na ukrajinském bojišti však tento sen možná
zhatil, zatímco evropské ekonomiky se propadají do deprese. A
vzhledem k tomu, že německá průmyslová ekonomika byla
narušena přerušením obchodu s Ruskem, německý ministr financí
Christian Lindner 16. června 2023 řekl deníku Die Welt , že jeho
země si nemůže dovolit platit více peněz do rozpočtu Evropské unie,
do kterého již dlouho byl největším přispěvatelem.
Bez německého exportu podporujícího směnný kurz eura se měna
dostane pod tlak vůči dolaru, protože Evropa nakupuje LNG a NATO
doplňuje své vyčerpané zásoby zbraní nákupem nových zbraní z
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Ameriky. Nižší směnný kurz stlačí kupní sílu evropské pracovní síly,
zatímco snížení sociálních výdajů na přezbrojení a poskytování
dotací na plyn uvrhne kontinent do deprese.
V celé evropské politice narůstá nacionalistická reakce proti
americké dominanci a místo toho, aby Amerika uzamkla svou
kontrolu nad evropskou politikou, mohou Spojené státy nakonec
prohrát – nejen v Evropě, ale především na celém globálním Jihu.
Namísto přeměny ruského „rublu v trosky“, jak slíbil prezident Biden,
ruská obchodní bilance prudce vzrostla a jeho zásoby zlata se
zvýšily. Stejně tak zlaté držby jiných zemí, jejichž vlády se nyní snaží
dedolarizovat své ekonomiky.
Je to americká diplomacie, která vyhání
Eurasii a globální jih z oběžné dráhy USA.
Americká arogantní touha po unipolární
světové dominanci mohla být tak rychle
odstraněna zevnitř. Administrativa Biden-
Blinken-Nuland udělala to, co Vladimir Putin
ani čínský prezident Si nemohli doufat, že
dosáhnou v tak krátké době. Ani jeden nebyl
připraven odhodit rukavici a vytvořit
alternativu světového řádu zaměřeného na
USA. Ale americké sankce proti Rusku,
Íránu, Venezuele a Číně měly za následek
ochranné celní bariéry, které si vynutily
soběstačnost v tom, co diplomat EU Josep Borrell nazývá světovou
„džunglí“ mimo „zahradu USA/NATO“.
Ačkoli si globální Jih a další země stěžovaly na dominanci USA již
od Bandungské konference nezúčastněných zemí v roce 1955,
postrádaly kritické množství k vytvoření životaschopné alternativy.
Ale jejich pozornost nyní upřela americká konfiskace oficiálních
ruských dolarových rezerv v zemích NATO. To rozptýlilo myšlenku
dolaru jako bezpečného prostředku pro držení mezinárodních úspor.
Dřívější zabavení venezuelských zlatých rezerv uchovávaných v
Londýně ze strany Bank of England – slibující, že je daruje všem
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nevoleným odpůrcům jejího socialistického režimu, které američtí
diplomaté označí – ukazuje, jak byly libra, euro a dolar vyzbrojeny. A
mimochodem, co se kdy stalo s libyjskými zlatými rezervami?
Američtí diplomaté se vyhýbají úvahám o tomto scénáři. Spoléhají
na jedinou jedinečnou výhodu, kterou Spojené státy nabízejí. Může
se zdržet jejich bombardování, zinscenování barevné revoluce k
jejich „Pinochetovi“ ze strany National Endowment for Democracy
nebo zavedení nového „Jelcina“, který dá ekonomiku klientské
oligarchii.
Ale zdržet se takového chování je vše, co může Amerika nabídnout.
Deindustrializovala svou vlastní ekonomiku a její myšlenkou
zahraničních investic je vybojovat příležitosti k hledání monopolu
tím, že soustředí technologické monopoly a kontrolu obchodu s
ropou a obilím do rukou USA, jako by to byla ekonomická efektivita,
nikoli hledání renty. .
To, k čemu došlo, je změna vědomí. Vidíme, jak se globální většina
snaží vytvořit nezávislou a mírovou cestou vyjednanou volbu, jaký
druh mezinárodního řádu chtějí. Jejich cílem není pouze vytvořit
alternativy k používání dolarů, ale zcela nový soubor
institucionálních alternativ k MMF a Světové bance, zúčtovacímu
systému bank SWIFT, Mezinárodnímu trestnímu soudu a celé řadě
institucí, které američtí diplomaté unesli. z Organizace spojených
národů.
Výsledek bude civilizačního rozsahu. Nevidíme konec dějin, ale
novou alternativu k neoliberálnímu finančnímu kapitalismu
zaměřenému na USA a jeho nezdravé ekonomice privatizace, třídní
války proti práci a myšlence, že peníze a úvěry by měly být
privatizovány v rukou úzké finanční třídy. být veřejnou službou k
financování ekonomických potřeb a rostoucí životní úrovně.
Ironií je, že historickou úlohou Ameriky bylo, že ačkoli sama nebyla
schopna vést svět vpřed tímto směrem, její pokusy uzavřít svět do
protikladného imperiálního systému dobytím Ruska na pláních
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Ukrajiny a snahou izolovat čínskou technologii od prolomení pokusu
USA o monopol IT byly velkými katalyzátory, které tlačí globální
většinu v tomto směru.
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
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2. Bill H. says:
June 29, 2023 at 3:06 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I don’t know how anyone can so thoroughly miss the lesson of
history.

Croesus therefore set out to attack Persia c. 547 BC. Marching eastward, he
attacked Persia’s vassal-state Phrygia. Cyrus mounted a Special Military
Operation to drive Croesus back, defeating Croesus’s army… So Croesus did
indeed destroy a great empire, but it was his own.

And the writer follows that with “Russia protected its fellow
Russian-speakers from further ethnic violence by mounting its
own Special Military Operation.”

Croesus attacked the vassal-state as a prelude to attacking
Persia. When Persia responded its goal was not to protect the
vassal-state, it was to destroy the army of Croesus, because
Persia knew that the goal of Croesus was to destroy Persia.

Russia did not mount a SMO to protect Ukraine, it did so to
destroy the military power of the USA. Ukraine was never
anything more than a pawn.

Russia knew that the goal of the USA is to destroy Russia. The
USA has stated openly and repeatedly that its ultimate goal is to
destroy Russia. Why would the Russians not believe it? Russia
mounted the operation to destroy the USA.

• Agree: brostoevsky, Franz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. Poupon Marx says:
June 29, 2023 at 4:44 pm GMT • 9.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
You do not seem able to see irony and paradox, where it is
apparent. Like many people of the West, you see discrete
either/or categories and Aristotelian digital possibilities, e.g., “it’s
either this or that”.

 This thinking was bequeathed to Western Christianity.

Russia had an exigent priority, to save from genocide, the
Russophone of Donetsk. Up to that point, it had made many
attempts to persuade the West to enter into detente re: Ukraine.
That meant respecting the rights and privileges of a minority,
while remaining part of Ukraine as citizens. Notice the lack of
hegemony, lack of advocacy of land acquisition, expansionism,
etc., Russia’s part.

Those conditions attached were that Ukraine would remain
neutral and not ever by part of NATO. Those were Russia’s
terms. It now seems apparent that Russia/Putin knew that this
proposition would not be acceptable and that JUSA/NATO was
preparing for takeover of Ukraine and dissolution of Russia. That
had been obvious since the end of WWII, not in 2014, or after
the collapse of the Soviet Union.

I assert this on the basis of many expert opinions,
documentation, and actions.

• Agree: Ace, Skeptikal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. SafeNow says:
June 29, 2023 at 6:01 pm GMT • 9.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

the one unique advantage the United States has to offer. It may refrain from
bombing them

During a May, 1945 meeting in San Francisco, Dulles assessed
that the war must go on for at least three months more, so that
the atomic bomb is ready to be used – – not because it is
relevant to ending the war on logical, desirable terms, but
because the postwar foreign policy of the United States depends
upon having demonstrated to the world the willingness of the US
to use atomic bombs on civilian populations.

Of course seven wars since then, bereft of cause except the
sheer joy of warring (and military-toys profits), have reinforced
the Dulles thinking – – non-atomic variety. But my belief is this:
Still operative, in fact more so now than ever, is the prior,
gratuitous use of atomic bombs. I can’t prove it, but I believe the
Russian and Chinese “war college” types regard the
Hiroshima/Nagasaki bombings as a major factor when they
render their input to political leaders. And properly so.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=SafeNow
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5. Mr_Chow_Mein says:
June 29, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
German, French and British people have agreed with the
destruction of their nations long ago when they didn’t remove
those pushing multiculturalism.

Enoch Powell like Watt Tyler was left standing there alone when
he was stabbed in the back…the people just accepted it and
slunk away with tail between their legs.

So the financial death of Europe is also supported by the people
because they do nothing, so be it, that is their fate.

You don’t fight you lose.

• Agree: brostoevsky
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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6. Rubicon says:
June 29, 2023 at 9:03 pm GMT • 9.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
and “while Europe’s economies are sinking into depression. And
with Germany’s industrial economy deranged by the severing of
its trade with Russia….”

It’s amazing. We have friends in Western Europe. We keep
trying to tell them that what is happening in the EU/UK, has
already happened in the US: the American Oligarchs/Wall
Street/political puppets/the US Judicial System are ALL a
composite mass utterly destroying the American society.

We provide details telling them about the incredible costs of
privatized Health Care, privatized food/other corporations; the
negligent salaries paid to American employees; the horrendous
costs of Big Insurance: home/auto/medical care costs………….

yet these Europeans simply do not get it. If we show them the
horrendous costs of health care for American, or our car/home
insurance, or our costs of food, water, energy costs……they still
don’t believe us.

 Anyone here, who is or has European/UK friends let us know
what they are thinking, but for us, our definite impression is *if*
they complain, it’s because of their government that’s doing all
that.

What they don’t get, is that the US Financial Oligarchs are
combining financial powers with the UK, EU Oligarchs/Banks,
etc.

• Agree: Ace, GomezAdddams
• Thanks: Showmethereal
• Replies: @Lurker, @Ju
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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7. Pierre de Craon says:
June 29, 2023 at 10:12 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Bill H.

… the writer follows that with “Russia protected its fellow Russian-speakers
from further ethnic violence by mounting its own Special Military Operation.”

Croesus attacked the vassal-state as a prelude to attacking Persia. When
Persia responded its goal was not to protect the vassal-state, it was to destroy
the army of Croesus, because Persia knew that the goal of Croesus was to
destroy Persia.

I don’t see anything in what Michael Hudson writes, whether with
reference to modern Russia or ancient Persia, that contradicts
the second paragraph quoted just above. Hudson never
suggests that Cyrus failed to see Croesus’s true goal. On the
contrary, he shows that Cyrus’s response to the Lydian move on
Phrygia was calamitous for Croesus.

I don’t know how anyone can so thoroughly miss the lesson of history.

Surely the lesson of this particular scrap of history is that the
price for misinterpreting an oracle, whether Delphic or
(((otherwise))), can be very high indeed.* The point that Hudson
uses the Croesus story to prefigure—namely, that the (((US
government’s))) unwarranted self-regard is leading to a Lydian
outcome—is certainly apt.

The ancient Greeks were caught in a bind, as they themselves
realized. Thucydides makes plain that when the Athenians and
Spartans consulted the oracle during the lead-up to the
Peloponnesian War, both were very uneasy because they knew
that the answers they got would be riddles. Yet the religious
sense that they held in common told them that going to war
without consulting the oracle would be taken by the Olympian
gods as an act of impiety, one whose consequences might well
be disastrous for them.** Given that our Jewish masters regard
themselves as Olympian in intellectual and moral stature, Greek
irony and tragedy look to be repeated as vulgar shtetl burlesque.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Pierre+de+Craon
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________
*Few would argue, I think, that Delphi’s batting average was
several orders of magnitude better than that of today’s self-
anointed oracular Jews.

 **Not coincidentally, the religious dimension is the core subtext
of Sophocles’s play King Oedipus. Impiety and pride, not incest,
are the king’s greatest sins. When he publicly declares that he
can prove that oracles lie, he commits both sins and dooms
himself thereby.

• Agree: frankie p, Zarathustra, The Old Philosopher
• Thanks: Simon D, Tom Welsh, one nobody, Arthur MacBride,
Thor Walhovd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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8. WorkingClass says:
June 29, 2023 at 10:34 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Mr_Chow_Mein
You don’t fight you lose.

Tell it to the Yellow Vests. Or the Dutch farmers or the Canadian
truckers. Tell it to the Oath Keepers rotting away in prison. The
Confederate States fought back. Look what happened to them.

Stop blambing the people for the crimes of the Ruling Class.
Learn the difference between a con man and his mark.

I don’t mean to single you out. I hear the same thing over and
over in the com boxes. The people deserve whatever happens
to them because they let it happen. No they did not. They were
minding their own business when their rulers committed crimes
against them.

• Agree: Notsofast, Rurik, Simon D, Tom Welsh, Kolya
Krassotkin, Zumbuddi, Sollipsist, Bro43rd, Joe Levantine, Brad
Anbro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. Robert Dolan says:

The neocons will surely go down in history as the biggest
assholes the world has ever known.

• Agree: Notsofast, The Germ Theory of Disease, Rurik
• Replies: @Old and Grumpy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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10. June 29, 2023 at 11:06 pm GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
At this point, just let Europe burn. It needs to fade from history.

Just think. Europeans welcome the Great Replacement or White
Nakba while waging war on Russia that only wanted guarantee
of security in Ukraine. People this stupid, retarded, and
demented need to vanish from history. Let Africans and Muslims
take over and burn everything and reduce all these cucked
whites into slaves. White Europeans aren’t even human
anymore. Just a race of dogs.

The riots in France have spread to Belgium. How soon before the Netherlands
and Germany follow suit? pic.twitter.com/PiHHdmI1Kl

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) June 29, 2023

France is having its very own George Floyd moment as massive riots,
sparked by the police shooting death of a 17 year old, occur all across the
country. pic.twitter.com/2wbYYW4xLe

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) June 29, 2023

Riots in France continue. pic.twitter.com/KpiDiDlq1B

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) June 29, 2023

https://t.co/PiHHdmI1Kl
https://twitter.com/stillgray/status/1674553042396651520?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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11. June 30, 2023 at 12:12 am GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I recently read in Quora, how the Assyrian Empire made
monumental reliefs and inscriptions of their gruesome atrocities
against their enemies and rebellious subjects. I didn’t have the
nerve to reply that is the American Empire. Hiroshima is prize
exhibit A. The Assyrian as did the American Empire after their
shock and awe imposed soft power. Assyriologists are quick to
point out the Assyrians brought about international trade and
peace. After all Europe in NATO had no major war until last year.
And we all know about the consumer American culture. But
within a few years, the apparently invincible Assyrian Empire,
now universally hated for its cruelty and greed, imploded and
was conquered and invaded by the Babylonians and Medes.
The Babylonian Empire only lasted several more generations
before its conquest by the great liberator, King Cyrus of Persia.

• Agree: Tom Welsh
• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
12. Lurker says:

June 30, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rubicon
It’s literally like the NPC meme.

In my little corner of Western Europe all they can do is bleat
Orange Man Bad, Putin Man Bad, Farage Man Bad, Boris Man
Bad, Brexit bad, Tories bad.

Apparently those are the only problems. They seem incapable of
processing anything else.

The EU is the guarantee against high food, health costs etc
apparently. No, I don’t know why.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Tom+Welsh
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13. @WorkingClass

The people deserve whatever happens to them because they let it happen.
No they did not.

“The Amish don’t exist.” All the examples listed have severe
problems. Whereof you cannot speak, thereof one must remain
silent.

Working class = peasant => peasant ignorance, as per
stereotype.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
14. Zachary Smith says:

June 30, 2023 at 4:14 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@SafeNow

During a May, 1945 meeting in San Francisco, Dulles assessed that the war
must go on for at least three months more, so that the atomic bomb is ready
to be used – – not because it is relevant to ending the war on logical,
desirable terms, but because the postwar foreign policy of the United States
depends upon having demonstrated to the world the willingness of the US to
use atomic bombs on civilian populations.

Source?

The Manhattan Project was a really secret program, and as a
nondescript civilian Dulles ought to have had no idea of its
existence. Even Generals like MacArthur hadn’t been told yet.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
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15. June 30, 2023 at 4:21 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Empire is inherently impious. Inherently an affront to the
heavens, and inherently imprudent.

Did you know Hudson worships Mammon?

obtaining tribute and booty that made him one of the richest rulers of his time

…yes, and? Riches are meaningless. What did he do with
them? And why?

Are riches an end in themselves? If they are not, this sentence
makes no sense.

But their attention has now been focused by the U.S. confiscation of Russia’s
official dollar reserves in NATO countries.

It’s just money. So what?

Its NATO customers are being told to increase their military spending to 3 or
even 4 percent of GDP.

“Line might not go up. Line might go down!”

Their aim is not merely to create alternatives to the use of dollars, but an
entire new set of institutional alternatives to the IMF and World Bank, the
SWIFT bank clearing system, the International Criminal Court and the entire
array of institutions that U.S. diplomats have hijacked from the United Nations.

Ah yes, the problem with the world is that the three-letter
agencies have the wrong letters. We need those bureaucracies
instead of these ones.

Such ambition. Such vision.

Mammon seems to be rewarding Hudson as per his usual mein.

• Disagree: SolontoCroesus
• Replies: @SolontoCroesus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. Teilhard says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:24 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Even Mr. Hudson eschews the J word. He’ll say Biden-Nuland-
Blinken, but Biden is a mummified marionette. It’s Nuland-
Blinken, which means it’s Jews Jews Jews. It took them 40
years but they’ve managed to subvert and discredit the greatest
economy and military force in human history. It’s not a surprise, I
suppose, that a professional historian would miss such a salient
historical fact. Trees really do obscure one’s view of the forest.

• Agree: Carroll Price, Jim Bob Lassiter, Skeptikal
• Replies: @Alden, @Brás Cubas
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
17. brostoevsky says:

June 30, 2023 at 4:46 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Mr_Chow_Mein
Complete annihilation is possible to avoid, but the existing
technocracy with it eyes and ears everywhere prevents
meaningful assembly against the evil. Moreover, most right-wing
organizations have been infiltrated by FBI agents. We’d end up
in prison before we can even collectively challenge their
authority, it’s grim indeed. All we can do is proselytize for now. If
we get critical mass we’ll be difficult to control and enslave. Turn
off the Netflix and turn your friends on to the message. The
painter was right…

• Replies: @Miro23
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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18. RobinG says:
@Pierre de Craon
Yeah, there are some here who get their rocks off by slamming
Hudson, thinking that makes them look smart.

• Agree: Bro43rd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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19. Odyssey says:

June 30, 2023 at 4:53 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
During the 90s, EUropeans supported separatism in Yugoslavia,
Islamic and narco-separatists, told Serbs that they should give
all rights to Muslims, even a state from their territory, that it was
okay for the Serbian people to be divided into 7 territorial parts
that would become new states and where the centuries-old
genocide against Serbs would continue. The media was full of
ethnic cleansing by Serbs, mass graves, rapes, bombing of
civilian markets, genocide in Srebrenica, Milosevic was a
butcher, etc.

The source of the propaganda was the deep state in the US, its
media and Vatican, which spread to the entire European Union,
and eventually the bombing was carried out. The European
memory is very short, there is not anymore anyhing of the above
mentioned, no weapons of mass destruction, no 45 minutes to
use nuclear weapons, poison gases, smoking gun in the shape
of a nuclear mushroom. Can Europe survive with such a lack of
intellectual potential, courage and susceptibility to such shallow
propaganda? I doubt it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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20. Robertson says:
Don’t count out the cabal just yet. They cheat, in ways most of
us can’t forsee because we aren’t evil by nature like they are.
This Parisian George Floyd business is being media-driven over
there. That is spelled (((media))).

• Replies: @Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
21. June 30, 2023 at 5:13 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

@Poupon Marx

Those conditions attached were that Ukraine would remain neutral and not
ever by part of NATO. Those were Russia’s terms. It now seems apparent that
Russia/Putin knew that this proposition would not be acceptable and that
JUSA/NATO was preparing for takeover of Ukraine and dissolution of Russia.
That had been obvious since the end of WWII, not in 2014, or after the
collapse of the Soviet Union.

So why did Russia allow the neocon installation of the bought off
drunk Yeltsin, and the neocons and ((Jewish)) oligarchs to have
their way with Russia, in the 1990’s?

Liberal elites love Judeofascists. They love them because their
own money and position insulates them from the consequences
of ((their)) treachery. They also make them money. This is why
Putin had the dalliance with ((Prigozhin)) before it blew up in his
face. He played cute with his pet, like Trump played cute. He
should have unleashed him on ((Zelensky)) and started an
internecine Judeofascist dog fight.

These liberals are playing with fire, and the average folk are the
ones who end up getting burned. Eventually these Judeofascist
swine are going to burn down the world.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Robertson
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22. Ace says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:22 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Bill H.
Not one person has heretofore said that the SMO was to protect
Ukraine. It was to protect ethnic Russians from clear
preparations for even more violence in the Donbas.

The Russians did not anticipate the extent of the intervention by
the fanatic Americans/NATO serfs or, I think, the effectiveness of
the javelins. Recently I’ve read that the Ukrainians made
effective use of mines early in the SMO as well, just as Russia is
doing now.

It’s not clear that the goal of the SMO was to destroy the US.
The Russians have managed debt wisely and were still probably
surprised and relieved that they weathered US sanctions as
easily as they did.

Now they’re undoubtedly overjoyed that so many utterly
unpredictable consequences have come to pass that are almost
all in favor of Russia, which new realities it is gleefully exploiting
to create to create unimaginable multipolar arrangements.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
23. ..jeepers creepers, Mr . Hudson, how much is Mother Russia

paying YOU, to write this pro- Russia propaganda..?

• Thanks: Alden
• Troll: Ann Nonny Mouse
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24. Anymike says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:25 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr. Rock
Yes, what’s in it for us, the people who actually live here?
Another question I like to ask is, how do we know that all of the
dire predictions that have been made about what will have if the
dollar loses its reserve status are correct? People keep on
repeating the same thing over and over again, but how do we
know that America is going to suffer so greatly? Because.
Because. It’s hard enough to predict the past. Don’t even think
about trying it with the future.

• Replies: @Rubicon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
25. Ace says:

@Mr_Chow_Mein
Outstanding comment. That has been the number one moral
failing of Western whites. We failed to concern ourselves with
racial and cultural uniqueness. We saw all threats as involving
tanks and bullets.

Whisper “unequal” or “discrimination” in our ear and our knees
turn to jelly.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. littlereddot says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:35 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Cyrus mounted a Special Military Operation to drive Croesus back,

3rd paragraph into the article, and Prof Hudson has me wishing I
could buy him a beer or coffee or whatever is his beverage of
choice.

And excellent point made with understated humour. I can’t wait
to read the rest of the article.

• Agree: Robert Lindsay
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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27. Anymike says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:40 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Here’s the problem with the American elite, apart from the fact
that its members largely are a bunch of infantile dilettantes.

How can they imagine that debilitating the population of their
own country is going to enhance its capacities as a world
power? Depriving the majority of the largest population group of
advanced education over now three generations. Importing
landless peasants from around the world and expecting them to
represent your post-industrial future. Focusing all of your efforts
at creating inclusion on the known least educable demographic
in your population. At the same time somehow keeping a large
segment of the same group in a state poverty and social
disruption and not accepting responsibility for doing it. Mind you,
I think, and most agree, anyone with the capacity to pursue
education should have the opportunity to do so. I’m not arguing
against that. Then there’s the replacement of your native born
scientific and technical class with imported non-European
foreigners. And what else? I’m sure I missed something.

Maybe it’s time to fire the American elite and get a new one,
recruited from the people who actually live here.

• Thanks: Alden
• Replies: @Chris Moore
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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28. Ace says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:51 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@WorkingClass
Sorry. No. The Germans and Swedes would rather set their hair
on fire than vote for, respectively, AfD or the Sweden
Democrats. Enoch Powell became an instant in-person and Brits
voted for their destroyers like poodles. Australians turned in their
guns like good little boys.

Americans turned their backs on Goldwater, Buchanan, and
Paul, clustered around Bush ’41, and swoon over Obongo,
Brandon, Romney, Newsome, McConnell, Graham, Pritzker,
Beetlejuice, Schumer, Ryan, and Pocahontas. We stupidly
passed the 16th and 17th Amendments and clap like seals when
the Constitution is stood on its head by a corrupt Supreme
Court.

• Replies: @Ennui
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
29. Marina Kirchen says:

The reason why the us empire failed was bc of its populace.
americans were and are morons and buffoons. Hustlers and
hucksters.

Why america Failed by Morris Berman.

• Replies: @Complex Pseudonymic Handle
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. IronForge says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:57 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Concur:

Both RUS’ and CHN’s Economies and Militaries were growing
beyond the controlling grasps of the Trans-Atlantic Masonic-
Zionist Hegemony.

This was a Front in a Series of Campaigns by the Hegemony to
retain their Dominance while attempting to suppress
Unsubjugated Sovereign Powers.

ThemePark_€URope will contract economically along with the
Hegemony’s Influences amongst the SCO/SilkRoad,
RCEP_Asia, and BRICS Member-States; but the Hegemon-
Plutarchy still “own” ZATOCeania (Orwellian Sarcastic
Reference) and the Americas.

The €UR will diminish – An MSM_Outlet recently reported that
Capital Flow are leaving DEU. Don’t matter “where”, because
DEU are the principle drivers of the €URoZone Economies.

The PetroU$D/U$Treasury Schemes will no longer enjoy the
Joyrides they once did.

The Hegemon-Plutarchy through their Rentier-Bankers own the
West, so regardless of how miserable it gets for the
Skilled_Laborer and Office_Professional Classes, the West will
regroup/reset repeatedly.

The twists here and now are that Soros, Brandon, Twinken,
Nudelman-Khagan, and Rishi are about to escalate the Proxy-
War out of their Control and Planned Containment to A)
NovoRossiya and B) Taiwan Strait.

If the Proxy-War escalates too far, AngloMurican
Fleet/Carrier_Vessel/Refinery/Deployed_Troop/Civil_Infrastructure
Assets are probably going to be hit by Hypersonics to bring

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=IronForge
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Twinken(running Brandon)+Rishi to Negotiations – very quickly
– as their BodyPolitic demand their Resignation.

Wildcard? PRK – STFB to invade KOR for the Win.
Brandon+Seoul+Twinken+Nudelman-Khagan(aka Vickie the
Hutt) can only watch and drop bricks all day…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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31. June 30, 2023 at 7:13 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 900 Words   ↑
The hubris and ignorance of the US-based Ashkhenazim
financier class will be our undoing. The world needs to de-
dollarize—-BUT SO DO WE!!!! The current model of banking
and currency is based on the Bank of England model, founded
in 1694. Benjamin Franklin stated that the main reason for the
American Revolutionary War was the insistence by George III
that the American colonies accept Bank of England banknotes,
which were issued as promissory notes, rather than use the
increasingly successful American fiat script, issued by the
colonies in the CORRECT quantity and not bearing debt! We
must be prepared for a new monetary system, an honest one,
when our present debt-based banking cartel collapses. Kindly
read and critique this proposed Constitutional Amendment. But
first, a little background…

From “The Truth in Money Book” by Theodore R. Thorsen and
Richard F Warner:

 QUOTE Someone had to borrow at usury to bring that money
[checkbook balances, bills and coins] into existence. The money
goes out of existence as the usury and the debt principal are
paid back to the bank. These amounts are huge: several billion
dollars go out of existence each day. [Actually this money goes
into the reserve accounts of the Federal Reserve Banks, out of
the hands of the public! This book was first printed in November
1980. The amounts which are withdrawn presently are much
larger.] If the money is not replaced with new loans, a shortage
occurs. Soon individuals and businesses experience serious
cash flow problems. These result in more and more loan
applications to banks—the only place where money is being
created to replenish the supply” UNQUOTE

Here is one possible solution—-To Hell with Fractional-Reserve
Debt-Based Banking Constitutional Amendment

[MORE]
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

32. Unbornawakened says:
June 30, 2023 at 7:13 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The reason why the US empire is not going away any time soon
(meaning within a few years) despite the wishes of the majority
of nations, is that with the exception of China all major world
economic and technoscientific powers are still allied with the US.
I don’t see Europe drifting away from the US, where else would
they go? Certainly, Europeans will not submit to China, nor do
they have enough unity and independence of mind and
leadership to form their own bloc. Everyone can safely predict
that the US empire will cease to exist within a few decades, but
how many exactly? Russia has been hollowed out by both
Yeltsin and Putin letting a comprador class led by a self serving
corrupt oligarchy plunder the country, its car industry for
example was 80-90% dependent on foreign parts, and it will take
a decade or two according to Russia ‘s own plans to reach 20%.
Except for China all competitors to the US are faring much
worse, are led by incompetent and corrupt ruling classes, even
more corrupt than the US. China I doubt will be able to replace
the US, Russia and global South are led by corrupt incompetent
oligarchs, far worse than the West.

This is all wishful thinking by a pro Russian writer.

• Agree: Zane, Sam Hildebrand
• Disagree: Hulkamania
• Replies: @littlereddot, @Showmethereal, @Hulkamania
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33. Tom Welsh says:
@Lurker
“The EU is the guarantee against high food, health costs etc
apparently”.

Respectfully, this seems to contain an unfortunate typo.
Presumably what was meant was:

“The EU is the guarantee of high food, health costs etc
apparently”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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34. GMC says:

Don’t confuse ” America ” with us Real Americans.

• Agree: Bro43rd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

35. Theophrastus says:
A small correction:

…in what is now Western Turkey and the Ionian shore of the Mediterranean

It should be the Aegean shore of the Mediterranean.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

36. Mr_Chow_Mein says:
@WorkingClass
And what percentage are all these groups compared to the
whole population?

I can tell you…a percentage that can be ignored.

You don’t fight you lose.
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37. Vito Klein says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:34 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lurker
From 200 Years Together:

In the 20s, V. Choulguine summed it up as follows: “At that time [a quarter of a
century before the revolution], the Jews had taken control of the political life of
the country… The brain of the nation (if we except the government and the
circles close to it) found itself in the hands of the Jews and was accustomed
to think according to their directives.” “Despite all the ‘restrictions’ on their
rights, the Jews had taken possession of the soul of the Russian people.”

The Chosen Path
 https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-chosen-path

• Replies: @Miro23
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38. Frank Marshall Davis Jr says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:51 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Thank you for this brilliant summary of the Neocons’ intentions
and results so far, Professor Hudson! “Pinochet” is now a verb!
You covered a lot of ground with an economy of words so I had
to read it over several times.

“And by the way, what ever happened to Libya’s gold reserves?”
Duh, I will surmise that someone stole them. Let’s hope that
whoever did so does not meet the same fate as the Roman
emperor Valerian who wanted gold from the Persians but was
rumored in the end to have molten gold poured down his throat.

This American suspects that Europeans may be slow in certain
ways. When Victoria Nuland’s phone call was intercepted by the
Russians saying “F**k the EU” the meaning to me was clear.
The Europeans didn’t seem to react. Now the Neocons have
wrecked Germany’s industrial output and Germany can’t kick in
as much to the war effort. So sad! I’m sorry to insult Europeans
but I once had an English manager who used the expression “as
thick as two short planks.” I didn’t know exactly what it meant but
at least I sensed that it didn’t sound good.

• Replies: @Simon D
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39. Сергей Гончаров says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:26 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Unfortunately there is zero parallels between ancient history and
modern history. Especially when it comes to the author
comparisons of financial systems then and now. Also, despite
author best efforts his conclusions are not very useful for real life
and cannot be used as foundation of any real life movement
unlike conclusions made by Marx. It also looks like the West did
make a right conclusion and follows the rule number one in war
book:” Do not march on Moscow” and is using proxy to fight
Russia. They managed to set one part of Russian people
against another and are using policy of thousand cuts to
gradually undermine Russia. Generally speaking Western
economic potential is far larger than that of Russia which makes
me worry especially considering what kind of people has been
leading Russia since 1991. The conflict has been going on since
at least 2008 and it is obvious now that Putin and his team has
done very little to do what was necessary and considering they
are doing noises about further privatization of the state assets it
is obviously they have no clue how to do what must be done.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

40. Zane says:
The petrodollar is a truly strange and bizarre thing.

• Agree: Old and Grumpy
• Replies: @Alrenous, @c matt
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41. littlereddot says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:50 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Unbornawakened

The reason why the US empire is not going away any time soon (meaning
within a few years) ….. Everyone can safely predict that the US empire will
cease to exist within a few decades,

A few decades is like a blink of an eye in the larger scheme of
things.

Civilisationally speaking, China has seen many young upstart
empires come and go. Greeks, Romans, Parthians, Arabs,
Mongols, Portuguese, Spanish, Ottomans Dutch, English. The
current US Empire is just the latest of these. They simply have a
different view of history than the average American. This is why
they are willing to wait patiently for Taiwan to come back into the
fold eventually. What is 50, 100 years to them?

I for one am not unhappy if I am unable to witness the collapse
of the USA in my lifetime. The important thing is that the
direction is already set, the momentum cannot be reversed.
Every day is better than the last one, at least that is the view
from where I am standing. In fact, things are already proceed far
faster than I expected.

But I will venture to speculate that things will become very
apparent very soon, within 2 years, one of the European powers
will flip. Just as Saudi Arabia flipped. When that happens, we will
no longer have this feeling of motionlessness that we have at
the top of the rollercoaster track. We will really feel the rush of
speed when EU and NATO lose their relevance, when Ukraine is
shown to be decisively defeated. Then one European country
after another will make peace with Russia and China.

I personally think that Hungary may be the first to flip.

• Agree: Robertson, Carroll Price, GomezAdddams
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• Replies: @A B Coreopsis, @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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42. Ennui says:

@Ace
You hit the nail on the head with this one.

I’d only say that Goldwater was part of the problem. Socially
liberal, hawkish, libertarian, who helped pave the way for
Reagan.
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43. Odyssey says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:32 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
So, who was Croesus. Apparently, he was neither Persian nor
Greek (as wiki says). The Anatolian principalities of Lydia, Lycia
and Phrygia were settlers from the Balkans. In his book Cratylus
(available online), Plato talks to Socrates about the words that
the (future) Greeks took from the ‘barbarians’ i.e. the Phrygians.
It is interesting that these are Serbian words. The Phrygians are
actually a Greek pronunciation of Brigi(ans), which in Serbian
means – highlanders or hillers. The metathesis of the name
‘breg’ (=hill) found its place in many European names and
toponyms (berg).

In the town of Sirbin (Sard), as Strabon calls it (later changed by
Greeks to Xanthos) in the province of Lydia, Asia Minor, a
Serbian law code from the 8th cBC found on a large stone. The
Code is engraved in Serbian, so that it can be read without
much effort.

There was an attempt to place the obelisk in the 4th cBC in
order to declare the inscription Greek because the Greeks got
literacy in the 6th cBC and came to Anatolia in the 4th cBC after
Alexander’s victory over the Persians whose semi-autonomous
vassals were those principalities.

S. Bilbija published his findings under the title “Obelisk of
Xanthos – The Stone Book of the Laws and Customs of the
Ancient Serbs” [8], where statements were presented in the form
of provisions of the Code, grouped according to topics covered
by the side of the monument and the row number for each
provision.

The complete text of this ancient law of Asian Lydia, which
contains 232 provisions, which were grouped into 16 groups
according to their content. These groups (Chapters of the Code)
are:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Odyssey
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(1) On Governance – the task of the state; (2) Humanitarian
duties of the State; (3) Freedom of Occupation and Work; (4)
Customs and Laws; (5) Leader selection and traits; (6) Duties of
combatants; (7) About the enemy and his act; (8) Wise sayings
and counsel; (9) Ancestral councils to farmers; (10) Tips for gold
ore diggers; (11) Medical advice; (12) Offences, proceedings
and penalties; (13) Educating children; (14) On food and its
preparation; (15) About food and how to feed; (16) The
engraved should be read, memorised, execute.

Photos: Obelisk from Xanthos – A Stone Book of the Laws and
Customs of the Ancient Serbs (200 years before Croesus)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/andreamichael/812268434/sizes/l/in/photostream/
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• Thanks: Bro43rd
• Replies: @seleukas
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44. Liborio Guaso says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:42 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Perhaps Western racism is only trying to eliminate part of the
world population by planning not to have to share the benefits of
new technologies.

 Although it is horrible, that already happened once. It must be
remembered that Western civilization was built on the murder of
hundreds of millions of human beings who simply got in the way
of the plans of greedy white Christians.

 The rebirth of Nazism in the West indicates this. Nazism is
political, racial and religious extremism.

• Troll: Cassandre
• Replies: @HdC
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45. Anonymous[350] • Disclaimer says:

Death to america.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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46. Miro23 says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:49 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@brostoevsky

If we get critical mass we’ll be difficult to control and enslave. Turn off the
Netflix and turn your friends on to the message.

I can’t see Americans organizing anything given their lassitude,
atomization and lack of control of the nodes of power. However,
that doesn’t mean that the US continues as at present.

It’s engraved in stone that the debt monstrosity that is the US
will implode. Then supply chains break down and a useless do
nothing US government will see a national scale replay of New
Orleans.

If Americans can’t buy food then they’ll no doubt go out and loot
it. Probably in armed bands.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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47. MLK says:
June 30, 2023 at 11:43 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

But refraining from such behavior is all that America can offer

This is perhaps the most important sentence to consider in this
article.

Isabel Reyes : I know who you are. You’re the attorney whose family they
killed.

 Alejandro : Not “they.”
 Isabel Reyes : My father.

Alejandro : A man who worked for him.
 Isabel Reyes : Why?

 Alejandro : To send a message.
 Isabel Reyes : Now you hunt them… so you won’t be a message.

 Alejandro : I will always be a message. Only now, the message is different.

— Sicario: Day of the Soldado

Suffice to say, Russia decided the message of US hegemony
would be different. Finally, after all the water under the bridge
since the signal events of 1989-91.

Most here can probably, good enough for government work,
apprehend the message(s) of smashing Libya, “Assad Must
Go!,” and, most importantly, “Trump Must Go!” Yet, Russia
refused to be cowed and, really, anyone who thinks it had a
choice needs to rethink their life unless they’re still in middle
school and struggling in social studies class.

It was evident to me at least, even before Obama was installed,
that the American ruling and governing classes would never
forgive Russia for ending up with a mere decade of humiliation
in the ’90s, when those sharp as a tack Chinese suffered a
century thanks to the West. This turn of events has driven
Western elites to madness because, whereas they didn’t
deserve much of the credit for the collapse of the Soviet Union,
they get all the credit for spurring Russia to get it together again
so quickly.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MLK
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Who exactly finds the messages out of Washington appealing.
Ukraine is kaput and the illegitimate Biden regime is offering to
vouchsafe internal repression and autocracy for all who stay on
team (see “Biden’s” ‘Red Speech’ and more).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

48. GomezAdddams says:
@Common Time
Slow day in the CIA office
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49. Simon D says:

@Frank Marshall Davis Jr
As thick as two short planks = very, very stupid. In Britain ‘thick’
can mean stupid. Hence thicko, one who is stupid.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Miro23 says:

@Vito Klein
Thanks

The Chosen Path

Similarities between Russia in the period leading up to the
genocide of 66 million Russian Christians and the US in 2023
are too striking to ignore

https://craignelsen.substack.com/p/the-chosen-path

• Troll: Robert Lindsay
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51. Complex Pseudonymic Handle says:
@Priss Factor
A far cry from Napoleon’s riot control advice,

“Give them a whiff of grapeshot.”

• Replies: @Miro23
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52. The Alarmist says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:11 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Bill H.

Russia mounted the operation to destroy the USA.

Russia’s SMO was wholly justified to prevent the Ukranian crime
against humanity in the form of ethnic cleansing of a substantial
Russian-ethnic Ukranian populace.

You could stop with that, but it became obvious early on that the
Ukies were giving a preview of NATO’s capabilities in the form of
weapons and tactics, and it became even more obvious as it
became a war of attrition that NATO’s “strategy” is wholly
bankrupt as it is backed by a matériel industrial capability that is
a fraction of that of Russia, and which will take several years to
spin up to parity, if that is still possible.

NATO’s only hope against Russia is to go nuclear early, and
even that is a losing proposition.

The SMO may have started out as a move to demilitarise
Ukraine, but it has lead to the demilitarisation of NATO and
exposed the weakness of Western industrial capability. The
Russians might not have wanted to destroy America, but the
Americans seemed to have made it inevitable.

• Agree: Adam Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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53. Rich says:

@Dr. Rock
For a time, the Pax Americana was a good thing. Not perfect,
but it did stand against communism and other tyranies. Once it
became obsessed with homosexuality and abortion, however, it
lost its way.
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54. The trajectory of The United States and The West . . .

https://les7eb.substack.com/p/washingtons-ukraina-
grandioznaya

Washington’s Ukraina Grandioznaya Skhema.
 The Graveyard of This Empire.

 ___________

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

55. Old and Grumpy says:
@Robert Dolan
No, they will blame white poor people from some place like
Appalachia. Neocons should have been thrown to the dumpster
for their Iraq war, and yet to this day no one even cares about
their flat out lies about weapons of mass destruction.
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56. SolontoCroesus says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:58 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Alrenous
The Land Belongs to God: the Bible’s Commandment Against
Wealth and Poverty

 https://kairoscenter.org/land-belongs-to-god/

On December 8th, 2016, the Kairos Center hosted “The Land Belongs to
God: The Bible’s Commandment Against Wealth and Poverty” at Union
Theological Seminary. Our featured speaker was Dr. Michael Hudson, an
economist who has studied the history of debt — as well as its consequences
and the struggles that have been fought around it — in societies from ancient
Babylonia up through today. Dr. Hudson’s recent book, J is for Junk
Economics, was released in February, 2017, and his work on the history of
debt in the Near East will be published by The Institute for the Study of Long-
Term Economic Trends (ISLET) in early 2018.

then Hudson says:

I went to work first for the Central Bank, then moved to Chase Manhattan.
And while I was there I met an executive from the National Catholic Welfare
Conference who I spoke to about population growth and Malthus, and I wrote
him a letter saying that if you were not going to cut the population down to the
food supply then you had to increase the food supply to feed the population.

 He sent this around to most of the bishops and I began working with
Monsignor Knot at Pittsburgh who later became Cardinal Knot and the
foreign secretary of the Vatican. The Vatican then sent me around the
country giving speeches on economics. I also worked with various
Protestant groups who were attracted to my ideas. The plan was for
Pope John Paul I to start an academy for Geo-economics to talk about
land reform and debt that was to be centered in Tulane. But then he died
and the two other popes who came in were not interested.

• LOL: Alrenous
• Replies: @SolontoCroesus
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57. bambam says:
@Poupon Marx
Yea westerner here. It might not be “this or that” in all things
politics.

But in general if the thunder doesn’t get you the lightning
certainly will…

Sorry couldn’t resist your eloquent statement…
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58. John Q Duped says:

@Zachary Smith
What’s your source? Who’s your source ? Are you sure that
what you said is really true and we should all believe you ?
Obviously you don’t know much about life unless you have a
source. You probably still believe Oswald was the gunman.
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59. I Am says:

June 30, 2023 at 1:04 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There was a youtube vid Russia’s slums were an organized
Jewry wealth & slavery … Then to Israel, see Barbara Tuchman
Bible & Sword … The so called chosenites are in a serious brain
apartheid, and dangerous in that the agenda is not stoppable it
appears humans are a species that cannibalizes own species.
The End
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60. Anon[203] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:21 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There is a lie.

 Then there is a BIG LIE.
 Then there is 911.

 Santa Claus is beyond a lie.
 Jesus died for your EVIL SINS is a BIGGER LIE than Santa

Claus.
 Modern Sodom and Gomorrah are about to take down whatever

little Amerika has left.
 The Great Titanic is about to sink with its lies.

 All lies come down with its own weight.
 Tel LIE vised 911 EvangeLIED.

 Anti-Christ Dajjal is about to rule the world from Jerusalem.
 Sat Tan Yahoo is your New Boss!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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61. Agent76 says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:23 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Jun 23, 2023 Antony Blinken’s Disastrous Trip to China

Lionel Messi was confused why visa rules are different between
China and Taiwan.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/6xg8CmkxzfU

March 26, 2023 Video: US-China Relations and the
Contradictions of America’s Hegemonic Project The US and
China: Putting the “Con” in “Conflict”

With reports emerging that China has signed on to Russia’s
military coalition in Syria, at the same time that the Chinese are
signing new cooperation agreements with the U.S., the question
is once again being raised. What is the nature of China-U.S.
rivalry?

https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-us-china-putting-con-
conflict/5813492
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62. Complex Pseudonymic Handle says:
@Marina Kirchen
Ah, yes.

Why America Failed

(((Morris Berman)))

• Replies: @Marina Kirchen
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63. Rurik says:
@Priss Factor

Let Africans and Muslims take over and burn everything and reduce all these
cucked whites into slaves.

from the comments

“Russia should return a favor to France and arm these people
with RPG-7 and Kalashnikovs.”

hard to argue with the reasoning, and harsh justice of that.
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64. Marina Kirchen says:

June 30, 2023 at 1:47 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If one is a declinist, you watch the accelerating decline
w/amused and horrified fascination. Literally everything the us
empire gov’t does is self-destructive.

Every day, it seems, us citizens are trashier, dumber, more
violent, more vulgar, and more depressed. No behavior is too
corrupt, or too venal. One party is intent on killing democracy;
the other party actually believes that “politically correct”
language is the same as political power. USAians are morons.

It’s like watching a grotesque train wreck or a 35-car smashup
on the Interstate, with mutilated bodies and blood gushing
everywhere. And you say to yrself: Well, what did they expect?
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65. June 30, 2023 at 2:36 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@WorkingClass
‘Minding our own business’ ALWAYS allows DaBastahds to steal
it in due time……there is no excuse for ignorance and stupidity
and then blame DaCrooks. Look in DaFreakingMirror!

 If not us, who? The destruction of the ‘American Way’
accelerated under my watch – and yours, if you’re anywhere my
age – so let’s fess up – we were part of the problem. How so?
Besides the foreign oligarchy, we let a bunch of ‘developmentally
arrested’ adolescent know nothings take over the entire culture
and country – every institution you can name is run by DaWoke.
It took them over 100 years, but let’s face it – they are in charge
and they are not bashful about telling us that they are. –
http://www.crushlimbraw.com – unless and until we realize we
are responsible, the blame gaming continues. And the solution is
NOT simple ideas – just simple action based on fundamental
knowledge provided by Biblical principles…..unfortunately not
found in most churches!

 Yes, I said that…..but you’ll have to prove it yourself and that will
take some time to research.

 DaLimbraw Library awaits.

• Replies: @1jonny
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66. SolontoCroesus says:
June 30, 2023 at 2:47 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@SolontoCroesus
The comments quoted above appear to contain some
inaccuracies; specifically, it was not possible to locate a
“Monsignor Knot” in Pittsburgh, nor as a foreign secretary with
the Vatican.

The tenure of John Paul I having been only 33 days, it is unlikely
that the concept of an “geo-economic academy at Tulane” was
broached during his papacy. (But it should be: this is something
that concerned citizens and the Roman Catholic hierarchy
should be prodded to enact.)

Hudson’s conversation at Kairos was reproduced from notes
taken by ???. It is possible that “Knot” was “Knorr” or “Knox” or
something else entirely; that he was from Philadelphia or
somewhere else entirely; that John Paul II rather than John Paul
I was the pope at the time.

Pittsburgh’s Duquesne University has a research department
concentrating of matters of the hierarchy. One of their librarians
is researching “Monsignor — Cardinal Knot”.

The fact remains, however, that Michael Hudson decidedly does
not “worship mammon,” as Alrenous stated in convoluted and
baseless comment #19, above.
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67. Gerry says:
June 30, 2023 at 2:56 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Al Ross
The price of time, lol

You remind me of my youth and a Greek guy, my boss at the
time, who said to me he would gladly work for me if I paid him a
penny doubled every day? It was a trick because it wouldn’t take
much more than a month for him to be a millionaire.

As for the power of interest here’s an interesting piece:

The brilliance of Edison and the honesty of Abraham Lincoln
caused each of them to speak out firmly against the dangers of
national debts and compound interest. They knew that the
history of the Western world for 1,694 years had forbidden the
taking of usury.

King Alfred the Great in 901 declared,

If any man is found taking usury, his lands will be confiscated,
and he will be banished from England.

ln 1215, King John echoed the same announcement as Alfred,
and as late as King James in 1566, the king declared,

If a man is found taking usury, his lands will be confiscated. It is
like taking a man’s life, and it must not be tolerated.

I recalled one evening in Portland, Oregon, when I picked up a
copy of the book entitled The Chronology of Money written by
Wickliffe B. Vennard. In illustrating the power of compounded
interest, Vennard suggested that if one penny had been
deposited in the year A.D. I at 6% compounded interest, by
1895, that penny would have had an accrued value of
$8,497,840 decillion! The figure so staggered my imagination, I
could not comprehend it. Later that night, somewhere between
midnight and dawn, I pushed back a ream of paper and

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Gerry
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concluded wearily that
this man spoke the truth. For hours I had worked with pen in
hand, proving to my own satisfaction that his statement was not
an overstatement. Naturally, one could not comprehend the
magnitude of one decillion dollars, but if it were illustrated with
symbolism that could be understood, one decillion dollars would
be equal to 610 quadrillion worlds of solid gold. And what would
that mean? The world, I had learned in early life, weighed 6,600
billion times a billion tons.

Naturally no one would consider banking a penny with the
thought of leaving it almost two millennia. But many a man could
face more realistically a debt that would double in approximately
12 years, or be a thousandfold greater in a century, at the
approximate rate of 6% compounded

 interest.

John Maynard Keynes, who wrote on the power of interest,
referred to the $200,000 in gold that Sir Francis Drake gave to
Queen Elizabeth, gold that he had taken from the Spanish on
the high seas. This mattered little, because they had. only taken
it from the inhabitants of Mexico or South America. Keynes
reviewed the fact that Queen Elizabeth made Francis Drake a
knight for bringing

 home the gold, which later became part of the investment in the
East India Trading Company.

“By 1930,” said Keynes, “every dollar that Drake had brought to
England would have grown in value to a hundred thousand
dollars under a rate of 33/a7o compounded interest.”

But of what concern is this to us in our day? Lawrence R. Klein
wrote in The Keynesian Revolution regarding national debt,

An internally held public debt can never be a burden because
we owe it to ourselves.
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No burden-because we owe it to ourselves? I asked myself
slowly. Is $500 per second not a burden on the taxpayers?

For every tick of the clock, Americans must pay in taxes over
$500 in interest on a national debt that is over $400 billion. Not a
burden? Is it not a burden to pay over $l1/4billion every 30 days
in taxes on interest on a national debt?

 pgs 32-33 Dr. Cantelon The Day the Dollar Dies 1973

yikes eh?

• Thanks: Bro43rd
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68. June 30, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Anymike

How can they imagine that debilitating the population of their own country is
going to enhance its capacities as a world power? Depriving the majority of
the largest population group of advanced education over now three
generations. Importing landless peasants from around the world and
expecting them to represent your post-industrial future. Focusing all of your
efforts at creating inclusion on the known least educable demographic in your
population. At the same time somehow keeping a large segment of the same
group in a state poverty and social disruption and not accepting responsibility
for doing it. Mind you, I think, and most agree, anyone with the capacity to
pursue education should have the opportunity to do so. I’m not arguing
against that. Then there’s the replacement of your native born scientific and
technical class with imported non-European foreigners. And what else? I’m
sure I missed something.

The Judoefascist swine have created a false consciousness that
Muh Globalism is the future! Because these Marxist-Zionist,
Golemised pigs and whores we call “elites” have no soul (since
the Judeofacists removed it in the wars and revolutions of the
~20th Century+), they are either accomplices, or malleable clay
in clawed Judeofascist hands.

These Awe, shucks, what’s happening?!? rubes may or may not
be Judeofascist accomplices.

Some of the naive, post 20th Century “Christians” (are they
really Christians if they’re gullible about the avariciousness of
“Jews”?) really are clueless and innocent. But some of them (like
the White trash Zionist accomplices in the slaving industry who
imported millions of Black slaves before Lincoln gave them a
good whacking), are evil, rotten, and corrupt to the core.

At the time of slavery, the average ignorant Southerner was
following the Zionist oligarchs around like a lost puppy, utterly
clueless about what the Judeofascists and their accomplices
were doing and what was coming.
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Today, the average ignorant American is still following the Zionist
oligarchs around like a lost puppy, still ignorant about what the
Judeofascists and their accomplices are doing.

That’s because they refuse to follow Christian Logos — The
logic of “anti-Semitism.”

Lincoln was probably guilty of this as well, because he never
demanded the repatriation of “Jews,” only Blacks, before he was
assassinated by Zionists.

What good is deporting victims of Satanism when you leave
Satan running wild to create more victims?

These Judeofascist swine have absolutely zero self-control
when it comes to the deadly sins, which is why Moses rightfully
eviscerated them to build civilization in the Mideast, whereas the
Judeofascists would have preferred anarchy, chaos,
lawlessness, savagery and human sacrifice forever.

And that’s what they’ll get unless they are stopped.

• Replies: @SolontoCroesus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
69. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Carlton Meyer
“German Defense Minister Says Ukraine Takes Priority Over
Healthcare and Education.”

Silly Germans, don’t they know? Guns always come before
butter.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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70. Skeptikal says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Bill H.
I don’t think Putin started the SMO with the actual goal of
destroying NATO.

Even though the destruction of NATO could well have been
envisioned as a byproduct of the successful SMO.

The stated goals of the SMO were to denazify and demilitarize
the Ukraine.

“Demilitarize” means no NATO in the Ukraine.

Putin sought a negotiated agreement with the Ukraine all along.

He stated more than once that the longer the Ukes fought, the
worse their negotiating position would be.

This strongly implied that however far the RF was pushed, it
would not give up any of the gains from the SMO—it would not
“give back” in a negotiating scenario.

 So, best to negotiate now.
 Quite a simple formula, actually.

Zelensky must have understood this, since, per Putin, he was
agreeable to the deal put together by Erdogan in March 2022.

It was the UK that changed the chemistry to ongoing
confrontation, ongoing loss of lives and infrastructure and war
materiel by insisting that Z refuse to negotiate.

 Plus destruction of Europe’s economy via the NS2 sabotage.
 Plus, eco-damage from the dam explosion.

(Either under orders from the USA/NATO, or it may be the other
way around, with UK pushing for confrontation. )

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Skeptikal
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This led to the revelation for the whole world to see with
increasing clarity of the West’s actual goal: using Ukraine to
destroy all of Russia and to “own” the EU.

Putin and the general staff surely suspected the West’s
endgame, but he gave Ukraine and the West plenty of
opportunity to “think this through.”

Just as he gave Prigozhin the opportunity to “think this through.”

Prighozhin used the opportunity. The West did not.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
71. Robert Dolan says:

@Old and Grumpy
Yes, the dirty nose will blame poor southerners for the downfall
of America.

In a just world, the neocons would have been sliced up and
disposed of long ago.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
72. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Priss Factor
Le Petit Manny’s grand-mère…er…”wife” wanted to see Elton
John, so he took her.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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73. June 30, 2023 at 3:16 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
We reap what they sow, and they will always become corrupt.
And so the world spins, at what point you get on and get off is
your fate or your fortune. History does indeed rhyme, there must
be some universal moral laws baked into the deal after all. We
can only better ourselves, no one else, unless it rubs off.
Expecting to find Shambhala is wishful thinking, unless you do
the hard work and penetrate the thick black veil of endless lies
that lie deep inside. Why did Jesus not overthrow the Roman
occupation, because it would naturally spawn itself again and
again. Life’s solutions are within you, not without. The most we
can hope for is that the majority of our fellow citizens wherever
we find ourselves be fairly decent human beings. End of
sermon.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

74. Skeptikal says:
@Chris Moore
“So why did Russia allow”

Sorry, but this seems like a really dumb question.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
75. Aleatorius says:

The penultimate goal is the downfall of Russia but the eventual
aim is to capture all gold belonging to the world, especially, of
China and India, to rebuild the Third Temple.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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76. Gerry says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:28 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
for all of us history buffs consider this shocking piece of history:

[MORE]

• Replies: @skrik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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77. @SolontoCroesus

Yet again, taking fire because over the target. Thanks for such
an illustrative flinch.

• Replies: @SolontoCroesus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
78. June 30, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

@Zane
The point of any non-gold reserve currency is to offshore
inflation. The more folk use USD, the more folk the Fed can
steal from using the no-representation tax that is the printing
press. It makes perfect sense as long as you assume the point
is crime and personal enrichment. Countries accept the currency
because USG offers to shoot them if they don’t. Bretton Woods
was largely about America forcing everyone to use dollars at
gunpoint.

• Agree: nokangaroos
• Thanks: Zane
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
79. The end of American rule by “bombs and propaganda” is at

hand: https://dcdave.heresy.is/2019/02/09/65/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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80. Wayne Lusvardi says:
@SafeNow
You might read Akio Nakatani’s (PhD) book Exploding the
Nuclear Weapons Hoax. There may be no a-bomb. It is likely it
is another psyop.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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81. Desert Fox says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:02 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
America has not destroyed a great empire, the zionists who
control the central bank aka the FED, which is a zionist privately
owned debt creation machine and their graduated income tax
aka the IRS aka the zionist debt collection machine, these and
the wars the zionists created with these two machines are what
has destroyed America, and by the way these are 2 of the 10
planks of the communist manifesto ie America has been under
communist control since 1913.

America has been under a foreign zionist/communist death cult
since 1913 and this death cult has been the agent provocateur
in every war since WWI, right on down to the zionist created war
in the Ukraine, and by the way the wars in the middle east are
the result of the Israeli and traitors in the highest levels of the
ZUS government on the WTC and blamed on muslims to give
the excuse to destroy the middle east for Israel.

To see how the zionists did the attack on the WTC go to
drjudywood.com and wheredidthetowersgo.com, also read the
Protocols of Zion and the book The Controversy of Zion by
Douglas Reed, it can be had on amazon.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity and are behind
the LGBTQ insanity that is aimed at destroying the family and
Christians.

• Thanks: Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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82. Punchthem says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:04 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
I do not understand how US managed to frighten and bribe all
German politicians in such a short time.

 This minister is like a zombie, he doesn’t understand what he is
talking about. But when the end comes Germans will have to
rembemer who was responsible for their total colapse and they
will have to react accordingly.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
83. A B Coreopsis says:

@Pierre de Craon
Excellent response — thanks.

• Thanks: Pierre de Craon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
84. A B Coreopsis says:

@Zarathustra
Hardly likely. NATO is the US and the US doesn’t have the
circumspection to commit seppuku.

• Replies: @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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85. Pablo says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
” It has become clear that the U.S. strategy is not simply to “fight
to the last Ukrainian,” but to fight to the last tank, missile and
other weapon being deleted from NATO stocks.” Now let’s see.
Youu may be in a military confrontation with Russia. So what do
you do? You deplete your ammo stockpiles to near zero,
sending everything ya got to Ukraine. Oh well. IF any military
confrontation between the USA and Russia does occur, Europe–
just like in WW2–will suffer the most. The foaming-at-the-mouth
Neocon/Zionists in Washington D.C. must feel the USA is gonna
be safe from any physical damage. But then again, maybe these
warmongering Neocon/Zionists just don’t care about the USA. At
all.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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86. Poupon Marx says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:35 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Chris Moore

So why did Russia allow the neocon installation of the bought off drunk
Yeltsin, and the neocons and ((Jewish)) oligarchs to have their way with
Russia, in the 1990’s

That was an internal affair amid great chaos and confusion. At
that time, the Russian nomenklatura thought that importing
Western “experts” and capital would help them make a transition
to a market economy. The Russians were earnest, the West lied,
conned, and cheated them. Stabbed them in the back.

This is why Putin had the dalliance with ((Prigozhin)) before it blew up in his
face. He played cute with his pet, like Trump played cute. He should have
unleashed him on ((Zelensky)) and started an internecine Judeofascist dog
fight

This is highly speculative, even employing unbridled and over
extended imagination. I doubt if you can document this.

These liberals are playing with fire, and the average folk are the ones who
end up getting burned. Eventually these Judeofascist swine are going to burn
down the world

Nobody knows if they will succeed, but it will not be for lack of
efforts. Your statement is imprecise and scattershot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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87. Poupon Marx says:
@Pierre de Craon

vulgar shtetl burlesque.

Exquisite phrasing, Pierre. Perfect metaphor and simile.

• Agree: Liza
• Thanks: Pierre de Craon
• LOL: Poupon Marx
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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88. A B Coreopsis says:

June 30, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Hungary has little more impact than Bulgaria. France is more
interesting with its long political history of independence and
resistance to les anglo-saxons not to mention a Security Council
seat as a swing vote. Principal impediment is powerful Jewish
interests ranging from finance (Lazard, Rothschilds) to the
handbag industry (Arnault, Wertheimer).

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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89. Zarathustra says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@A B Coreopsis
European coal mines are exhausted. Forests are cut down.
Coming winter Europeans will be freezing to death. People will
become restless ,and eventually will be revolting against their
governments.

 People will be blaming USA for their misery. Revolution against
USA will be on its way.

You must realize that heating of houses and haus complexes
are heated by gas.

 And it was US that destroyed the Gas lines from Russia.

• Replies: @Liza
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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90. Decoy says:

June 30, 2023 at 5:19 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
This video (German Defense Minister) informs me that its not
only Washington DC that has a lot of war addicted lunatics,
Germany has some also. And of course Great Briton has Boris
Johnson.

I can understand how average citizens of Ukraine, under
Marshall Law, can’t express mass dissatisfaction with Zelinsky
and the war. But the Germans are not under Marshall Law, and
yet the vast majority seem to go along with the lunatics.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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91. 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/nyUOA_1f8AY

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Ddc1ix_9MII

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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92. Liza says:
@Zarathustra

Revolution against USA will be on its way.

What form do you think this revolution will take?

• Replies: @Zarathustra
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
93. June 30, 2023 at 5:59 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

@SafeNow

During a May, 1945 meeting in San Francisco, Dulles assessed that the war
must go on for at least three months more, so that the atomic bomb is ready
to be used – – not because it is relevant to ending the war on logical,
desirable terms, but because the postwar foreign policy of the United States
depends upon having demonstrated to the world the willingness of the US to
use atomic bombs on civilian populations.

Correct. The Japan offered the White House acceptable
surrender terms in January 1945, but it delayed acceptance until
two atomic bombs could be dropped, then bombed some more!

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/t8y97M_1b-0

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Liza
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94. SolontoCroesus says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:15 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Alrenous

Yet again, taking fire because over the target. Thanks for such an illustrative
flinch.

Perchance did you read the information at the links?

Or was the Resort to Ridicule just too easy to pass up, far easier
than grappling with information that might force you to engage
with dissonant material?

Sometimes, when you’re “over the target,” the target shoots
back.

“The Bible is all about economics”: A Conversation with Dr. …

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › Updates

 Sep 25, 2017 — A conversation between Kairos and Michael
Hudson about the Bible, debt, and economics, and on what his
research on debt in the Near East …

The Land Belongs to God: The Bible’s Commandment …

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › Updates

 Oct 21, 2016 — Economist Michael Hudson has studied debt
and finance from ancient times up through our own. On
Thursday, December 8th, he’ll be joining us at …

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › my-profile

 “The Bible is all about economics”: A Conversation with Dr.
Michael Hudson … Copyright © 2023

The Land Belongs to God: A conversation on debt and …

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=SolontoCroesus
https://kairoscenter.org/
https://kairoscenter.org/
https://kairoscenter.org/
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Kairos Center
https://kairoscenter.org › Updates

 Jan 23, 2017 — Dr. Michael Hudson presents on the history of
debt cancellation in the ancient Near East and in Jewish and
Christian tradition.

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › updates › authors=kairos

 A Christmas Bible Study with the Kairos Center · Events / Kairos
Center … “The Bible is all about economics”: A Conversation
with Dr. Michael Hudson.

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › updates

 “The Bible is all about economics”: A Conversation with Dr.
Michael Hudson · Poor People’s Campaign / Rev. Dr. Liz
Theoharis …

Kairos Center Policy Briefing #7: Taking Poverty Seriously

Kairos Center
 https://kairoscenter.org › Updates

 Dec 10, 2020 — The economist Michael Hudson has written
about how “debts that can’t be paid, won’t be paid.” The
question is who gets left carrying that ..

From Michael Hudson’s web page:
 https://peoplesforum.org/events/economic-lessons-for-2020-a-

conversation-with-dr-michael-hudson/

https://kairoscenter.org/
https://kairoscenter.org/
https://kairoscenter.org/
https://kairoscenter.org/
https://peoplesforum.org/events/economic-lessons-for-2020-a-conversation-with-dr-michael-hudson/
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/nluLNA30e8k

Now, are you willing to have a conversation? Present a defense
of your assertion that Hudson “worships mammon” and a
refutation of what Hudson himself has been researching and
saying for 20 years.

 Or STFU

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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95. Skeptikal says:

@Carlton Meyer
Welch ein unglaublicher Depp.

Wann schmeissen die Deutschen endlich solches verräterisches
Ungeziefer HERAUS???
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96. SolontoCroesus says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:26 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Chris Moore

Some of the naive, post 20th Century “Christians” (are they really Christians if
they’re gullible about the avariciousness of “Jews”?) really are clueless and
innocent. But some of them (like the White trash Zionist accomplices in the
slaving industry who imported millions of Black slaves before Lincoln gave
them a good whacking), are evil, rotten, and corrupt to the core.

At the time of slavery, the average ignorant Southerner was following the
Zionist oligarchs around like a lost puppy, utterly clueless about what the
Judeofascists and their accomplices were doing and what was coming.

Today, the average ignorant American is still following the Zionist oligarchs
around like a lost puppy, still ignorant about what the Judeofascists and their
accomplices are doing.

That’s because they refuse to follow Christian Logos — The logic of “anti-
Semitism.”

I’ve listened to numerous of Dr. E M Jones’s discussions, on
Logos and other topics.

 Based on my Catholic background, I’m glad there’s a Catholic
person out there speaking up and speaking out.

But I sure wish someone would explain how one can
simultaneously frame his spiritual life around what is, in its
historical reality, books composed by Jews for Jewish purposes;
then turn around and say that adherence to THOSE books
contains the key to overcoming the tyranny of the people who
wrote the books (in which, incidentally, they spelled out their
intention to destroy any and all who fail to honor their god, their
dictates above all).

• Thanks: Chuck Orloski
• Replies: @Chris Moore
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97. Anonymous[429] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:48 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
This debacle for all but the American MIC was entirely
predictable and, in fact, predicted. Why does nearly the entirety
of Europe insist upon fanatically embracing their own demise
while forcing the same consequences upon their few sane
neighbors (Hungary, Serbia, Moldova) who would resist their
madness? Pure fear (not love, admiration and emulation) of the
modern day American barbarians? Or just the primitive human
reflex act of “monkey see, monkey do?” As in Neo-Nazism is so
fashionable amongst the smart posh Eurotrash! As time goes by
and this crisis ripens, not just for the fascist Ukies, but for all of
Europe, the fools will regret acting upon what should have been
a generous dose of loathing to accompany all the fear that the
Yankee scum fanatically elicits from its targeted nations.

It is absolutely moronic for a country like Germany to get pissed
at Russia and seek vengeance against that nation, because
Amerika quite clearly destroyed its source of cheap Russian
energy and now schlocks its replacement at several times the
original market price, all the while extracting billions of dollars
worth of war materiel to squander in Ukraine from already
financially-shocked Deutschland! If you intend to go down
swinging, as the Exceptionals say, why not target your real
antagonists–the Americans–NOT the Russians? Stop selling the
Yanks your cutting edge high tech. After all, it was they who shut
down your industrial base that produces such desirable stuff.
And if the rest of the Eurotrash aped you on this, you’d at least
make some headway on correcting the real problem. What more
are the Yanks gonna do to you? Start a war? That will sure sell
their case in the global market. The world would unify and
sanction their ass to extinction. Even Wall Street and Silicon
Valley would want in on Brics. Biden’s carcass would be hanging
from some lamp post in Georgetown.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

98. rushed boob job says:
remember when all the smart people in the room told the toddler,
“don’t stick that fork into the electrical socket”?

we’ve all been that toddler before.

amerika is that toddler still. it loves shock and ahhhhhhhhh!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

99. anon[294] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Agent76

Lionel Messi was confused why visa rules are different between China and
Taiwan.

You see how people can be easily fooled by the Western media.

Lionel Messi is hugely popular in China. He has been to China
many times and makes tens of millions in endorsements in
China. He is probably the most famous celebrity in China. Do
you really think he would mess up his visa?

What really happened is one of his teammates had a visa issue.
Argentina was playing an exhibition game against Australia,
which drew 70,000 people to Beijing Worker’s Stadium. A couple
of phone calls later, his teammate was granted an exception and
the visa issue was resolved.

Why Taiwan was even in the conversation, I really don’t know.
But kudos to those story tellers, I mean journalists.

• Thanks: Showmethereal
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100. c matt says:
@Zane
Live by the Petro-dollar, die by the Petro-Ruble/Yuan

• Replies: @Zane
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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101. HdC says:

@Liborio Guaso
You know NOTHING of National Socialism!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
102. The new favorite art movement in France.

Burning Cars.

Paris is the new Bakhmut? 😳 pic.twitter.com/saMuLxBiJl

— Kim Dotcom (@KimDotcom) June 30, 2023
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103. Alden says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:24 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Teilhard
It took the Jews a lot longer than 40 years. The first and greatest
Jewish triumph was school desegregation which swiftly turned to
school bussing Brown Ca Topeka 1951? 72 years ago. Jewish
puppet President Harry Truman lobbied foreign ambassadors to
make Israel an independent state. And desegregated the military
in the late 1940s.

Then there was 12 years of immigrant Jewish communists ruling
the Franklin Roosevelt administration. And sending vast vast
amounts of aid and money to Russia pretending to help the war
against Hitler. 90 to 85 years ago Including assistant treasury
secretary Harry Dexter White aka Weiss stealing original plates
for American dollar bills from the mint and sending them to
Russia. Along with the formulas for the paper and inks. And the
manuals for the exact process.

Sam Untermeyer the Standard oil
 multimillionaire who blackmailed Woodrow Wilson into WW1

Whose descendants were ardent donors to CPUSA for two
generations.

It goes back to the 1880s. When Russian Jew Marxist
revolutionaries invaded America. And so the men could avoid
the Russian army draft.

NAACP founded 1910 a Jewish organization until about 1970
when the blacks finally got control of NAACP

• Replies: @annamaria
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104. Alden says:
@Robertson
The president Macron just made a plea to the media to stop
urging on the rioters. Had the dead Algerian been a real
Frenchman it would have been a short item on the suburban tv
news for one night.
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105. 1jonny says:

June 30, 2023 at 9:11 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Crush Limbraw
I have to agree. There are a few who protest, but although they
hope to represent the rest of us, that is, that they’ll inspire us to
join them, they don’t. The bulk of us, we’re glued to the
mainstream TV. We grumble that there’s sure a lot of strange
folk on the screen nowadays, but continue watching. Then CNN,
CBS, NBC, Fox, whatever, shows a clip of “white supremacist”,
“Nazi” “insurrectionists”. We have a vague thought that we
wouldn’t want to be like “them”, and continue imbibing the
programming that’s been put in front of us.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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106. 1jonny says:

@Priss Factor
Fuuuu##!, I hate to have to agree with what you’re saying.
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107. June 30, 2023 at 9:22 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@SolontoCroesus
Moses was the first real “anti-Semite.” Good men followed, like
Jesus, Mathew and Paul — all “anti-Semites,” too. Christendom
+ Western Civilization followed (Christian Logos).

“Anti-Semitism” (now spelled “antisemitism) is about bringing
lawless kike grifters, moneychangers, killers, genital mutilators,
organized malcontents, and conflict-profiteers to justice, and
bringing them into compliance with the Western rule of law
(Christian Logos).

“Antisemitism” is about protecting the rule of law, civilization, and
sanity.

108. Jack Jackson says:
you wanna know something? My neighbour just mowed my lawn
for me. Maybe we were talking a coupla days ago and i said i
having trouble with my back. And I go there today and my lawn
has been mowed for me.

 This is an exceptional town I live in!

• Agree: Miro23
• Replies: @Jack Jackson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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109. Pierre de Craon says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:40 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@SafeNow

During a May, 1945 meeting in San Francisco, Dulles assessed that the war
must go on for at least three months more, so that the atomic bomb is ready
to be used …

Are you referring to Allen W. Dulles? That is my assumption,
since his elder brother, John Foster Dulles, a very pious man,
was widely quoted as deploring the use of the A-bomb after it
was dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Also, I find myself in the unusual position of sharing Zachary
Smith’s skepticism about whether the lifelong Republican A. W.
Dulles—whose primary activities as one of Wild Bill Donovan’s
subordinates in the OSS involved setting up and managing
intelligence networks in Germany and Austria—would have been
a force to reckon with in the upper echelon of the FDR
administration. Would his opinion have counted for anything,
especially about the Manhattan Project, if indeed he was even
one of the few in the know? On the other hand, any desire
Dulles had to use the bomb would hardly have made him stand
out from the crowd, as that was the overwhelming desire of
virtually all the bloodthirsty Jewish scientists, civilian
administrators, and military overseers of the project. Almost to a
man, they were deeply disappointed that Germany had
surrendered in May 1945. They had all been looking forward to
the virtual extermination of the German people.
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110. Jack Jackson says:

What’s it like? Kinda like this. Long as you don’t argue with the
weather you gonna be just fine.
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111. Miro23 says:
@Complex Pseudonymic Handle

A far cry from Napoleon’s riot control advice,

“Give them a whiff of grapeshot.”

It works – but it’s a weapon in a dictatorship armoury.
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112. Pierre de Craon says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:03 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

The Japan offered the White House acceptable surrender terms in January
1945 …

It still is not widely known that Japan had been sending
surrender initiatives to Washington via the Swiss and IRC since
1943.

The only point on which Japan wouldn’t budge was preservation
of the emperor’s state and household, even if only on a
ceremonial basis. In their refusals, both FDR and Truman
insisted on unconditional surrender. After the barbarous fire-
bombing of Tokyo and the A-bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki—the latter was, not coincidentally, where the vast
majority of Japanese Christians lived—the Japanese were,
however, permitted to keep their emperor. It seems that the
blood lust of (((those in charge))) had been satiated for the time
being.
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113. Jack Jackson says:
@Jack Jackson
Will i return the favour? Absolutely. Times two.

 This is where I live. Not where you live.
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114. Miro23 says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Chris Moore

“Anti-Semitism” (now spelled “antisemitism) is about bringing lawless kike
grifters, moneychangers, killers, genital mutilators, organized malcontents,
and conflict-profiteers to justice, and bringing them into compliance with the
Western rule of law (Christian Logos).

“Antisemitism” is about protecting the rule of law, civilization, and sanity.

Better to clear them out altogether. Send them to Israel –
actually the last place they want to go.

• Replies: @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. katesisco says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:16 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
Unemployment in France? Poland’s Gadansk a ghost city.
German closing factories. The REMITTANCE EXPERIMENT the
US has been running has now collapsed in flames.

 The corps chose not to recompense workers, keep profits high,
and the expected result has occurred.
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116. Carlton Meyer says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:30 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
Reading the actual Potsdam agreement is interesting and
explains things:
https://www.nato.int/ebookshop/video/declassified/doc_files/pots
dam%20agreement.pdf

(13) We call upon the government of Japan to proclaim now the unconditional
surrender of all Japanese armed forces, and to provide proper and adequate
assurances of their good faith in

 such action. The alternative for Japan is prompt and utter destruction.

Not the unconditional surrender of Japan, but its armed forces!
This allowed Truman and others to proclaim the surrender was
unconditional. This cannot be disputed because the agreement
also called upon:

“The Japanese Government shall remove all obstacles to the
revival and strengthening of democratic tendencies among the
Japanese people. Freedom of speech, of religion, and of
thought, as well as respect for the fundamental human rights
shall be established.”

So they expected that government to remain intact. And we see
the 50,000 American troops still occupying Japan are in
violation.

“(12) The occupying forces of the Allies shall be withdrawn from
Japan as soon as these

 objectives have been accomplished and there has been
established in accordance with the

 freely expressed will of the Japanese people a peacefully
inclined and responsible government.”

• Thanks: Pierre de Craon
• Replies: @Zachary Smith
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117. Beyond the pale and fedup says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:50 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@Mr_Chow_Mein
Julius Caesar too, decried the dominance of unnatural slave
labor over freeman and citizen economics.

 He paid the price when the majority of the Roman Senate
literally stabbed him to death.
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118. Zane says:

June 30, 2023 at 11:09 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@c matt
There is not much trust or international trade happening in either
rubles or yuan. Nobody serious stores wealth in either currency.
Dollar imperialism survives – for now.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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119. Al Ross says:

June 30, 2023 at 11:23 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@Simon D
People like you might not understand the advanced Economics
unless, or even if , the book’s content were patiently explained
by a professional academic like Hudson.

• Replies: @Simon D
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120. Zachary Smith says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:28 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Not the unconditional surrender of Japan, but its armed forces!

Since the Japanese were not stupid, they quickly noticed that
the US was wavering, so why not hold out for more!

Also, it wasn’t “Japan” which had been sending “surrender
initiatives”, but unauthorized overseas Japanese who could see
what was really happening. Because the US was by this time
intercepting virtually every Japanese radio transmission,
Washington understood what was going on.

By 1945 the US realized that the Emperor had to be retained,
but had to do a delicate dance because the vast majority of US
citizens wanted him hanged as a war criminal. The final outcome
was of course advertised as an Unconditional Surrender, but it
wasn’t.

Still, compared with Germany the Japanese got off very easy.
Known war criminals weren’t prosecuted at all, and the Emperor
was among that group.

• Replies: @JerseyJeffersonian, @Showmethereal
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121. Quartermaster says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:35 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Having organized a coup d’état in Ukraine in 2014, the United States sent its
NATO proxy army eastward, giving weapons to Ukraine to fight an ethnic war
against its Russian-speaking population and turn Russia’s Crimean naval
base into a NATO fortress.

Expecting Hudson to tell the truth is like expecting the Devil to
lead people to Christ.

• Troll: Ann Nonny Mouse, mulga mumblebrain
• Replies: @GomezAdddams
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122. Quartermaster says:

July 1, 2023 at 12:36 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@Dr. Rock
Be careful what you wish for, you may get it.

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
• Replies: @anon
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123. Quartermaster says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:38 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@Bill H.
So Putin, who said he was protecting Russian speakers,
decided to beat on the people he supposedly was going to
protect, and think he was going to destroy US power by
wrecking his own.

Putin is his own useful idiot.

• Disagree: Ann Nonny Mouse
• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
• Replies: @GomezAdddams
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124. Zarathustra says:

July 1, 2023 at 1:08 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Liza
First the cold people without heat will start to demonstrate
carrying all kind of placates with all kind massages. These
demonstrates become massive. Than demonstrations will ask
for change of Government. Demonstrators will ask to be
removed USA yoke from the the nation.

 And off course they will ask for the heat.
 The gas lines will be repaired.

• Thanks: Liza
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125. anon[323] • Disclaimer says:
July 1, 2023 at 3:48 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“How Biden Can Stop Russia from Using Nukes in Ukraine

 What Biden should instead do is tell Russia clearly that any use
of nuclear weapons of any size against Ukraine will lead to U.S.
provision of the same types of nuclear weapons to Ukraine
without any controls on where and how Ukraine might use them.
The non-proliferation mafia might howl with outrage, but the
West must gear its nuclear policy toward reality, not wishful
thinking or an empty façade of a treaty regimen by which
revisionist states no longer abide.

Just as during the Cold War, the best way to deter nuclear
weapons use is to demonstrate a willingness to use them.”

https://www.aei.org/op-eds/can-biden-deter-a-russia-nuclear-
attack-on-ukraine-yes-if-he-gives-ukraine-tactical-nukes/

That rabid animal has a name – Michael Rubin.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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126. anon[323] • Disclaimer says:

July 1, 2023 at 3:52 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Quartermaster
Yes, it is worrisome .Destruction of West will be good for the rest
but how will it evolve and what direction to will it develop to in
the wonderful US?

Does 1000 AD disappearcne of Maya in central Mexcio offer any
clue ?

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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127. littlereddot says:
July 1, 2023 at 3:56 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@A B Coreopsis
The first domino to fall doesn’t need to be the biggest. It just
needs to do it successfully without being crushed by the rest of
NATO. Then the example will be set.

But yes, France flipping would be a much bigger impact. I
originally thought of France too, but with that double faced,
double tongued, double headed, Macron still in power, it is too
difficult to know. When he is gone, maybe.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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128. atp says:

July 1, 2023 at 7:40 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
And, where was Dulles in 1943? He was head of OSS in
Switzerland!

• Replies: @Pierre de Craon, @mulga mumblebrain
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129. mulga mumblebrain says:
July 1, 2023 at 8:11 am GMT • 8.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anon
Anthropogenic climate destabilisation will last for millennia,
because of the thermal inertia of the VAST amounts of heat
sequestered in the oceans. Many early cultures were destroyed
by localised climate destabilisation, and, this time, as the
catastrophe is global, the collapse will be global. Moreover, the
ecological collapse has already commenced, and will accelerate
to an early, and nassty, denouement.

• Replies: @anon
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130. mulga mumblebrain says:

July 1, 2023 at 8:14 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@anon
He has a descriptor, too-Judeofascist Zionazi. Putin should say
that, if Ukraine nukes Russia, the first target in response will be
Tel Aviv. That’ll kill this insanity, pronto.

• Replies: @Chris Moore
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131. Curle says:
July 1, 2023 at 9:47 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@Gerry
“the honesty of Abraham Lincoln caused each of them to speak
out firmly against the dangers of national debts and compound
interest.”

Lincoln spoke out of both sides of his mouth all the time. That
was his MO.

“http://www.abrahamlincolnsclassroom.org/abraham-lincoln-in-
depth/abraham-lincoln-and-civil-war-finance”
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132. Odyssey says:

July 1, 2023 at 10:01 am GMT • 7.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Russia’s unemployment drops to all-time low – official

The number of jobless people has fallen by 50,000 since the
start of the year. The unemployment level in Russia plunged to a
new all-time low of 3.2% in May. The number of jobless people
recorded last month was 516,000, which is a 48,000 decline
from the beginning of the year.

The figures coincide with the data provided by Russia’s statistics
service, Rosstat, earlier this week. Unemployment in the country
has now been below 4% for over a year, since May 2022.
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133. Simon D says:
July 1, 2023 at 10:32 am GMT • 7.9 days ago   ↑
@Al Ross
I assume then that you are able to understand advanced
economics, in which case there is no reason why you shouldn’t
review it yourself.

People like you seem to imagine that writers and academics
have nothing better to do than follow suggestions from random
people on the internet.
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134. Barr says:
July 1, 2023 at 11:45 am GMT • 7.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
China is hiding $3 trillion of foreign currency in ‘shadow
reserves,’ adding unknown risks to the global economy, former
Treasury official says

 Yahoo
 1 For example, Setser said China’s earlier accumulation of US

Treasurys and agency bonds — such as Freddie Mac and
Fannie Mae securities — helped give rise to the 2008 financial
crisis, by pushing investors further into riskier mortgage-backed
securities.

2. — China has might be called ‘shadow reserves.’ Not
everything that China does in the market now shows up in the
PBoC’s balance sheet,” he said.

 3. China’s state banking system is the main way Beijing hides its
reserves, Setser said.

—-
 When bullshitting ,lying ,and chalking up failures to stupid

reason that flies in the face of all available evidences become
the pillars of arguments by respectable and influential
government officials , country has simply reached the point of no
return .

• Agree: GomezAdddams
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135. SolontoCroesus says:
July 1, 2023 at 2:33 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago   ↑
@Chris Moore
Flavio Barbieri has done research that shows a radically
different connection — or lack of connection — between Moses
and Jesus.

• Replies: @Chris Moore
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136. anon[261] • Disclaimer says:

July 1, 2023 at 3:01 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
Yes. Only an ideologically driven (it used to be mainly Catholics
like Opus Dei members and similar religious fanatics) ) will
disavow the magnitude of the climate change ,role of human
,and the danger staring at us .

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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137. Chris Moore says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

Putin should say that, if Ukraine nukes Russia, the first target in response will
be Tel Aviv. That’ll kill this insanity, pronto.

Russia has already let it be known that London is in the nuclear
crosshairs, should the Oligarchy use its proxy kike ((Zelensky))
to nuke Russia.

But yes, Putin should add Tel Aviv to the list. That’s where the
child mutilating rabbis prey in the pedophile bath houses and
dungeons.

I guess it has that in common, among other things, with the City
of London.
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138. Brás Cubas says:
July 1, 2023 at 5:31 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@SolontoCroesus
I think that was a faulty transcription, and the name of the priest
in question is probably DiNardo, erroneouly transcribed as
‘Knot’. He was a priest in Pittsburgh in the late 1970s. He was
never foreign secretary, though. Hudson must have been
confused, seeing as DiNardo held some important positions as
cardinal (from 2007 onwards), which can be checked on his
Wikipedia page.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_DiNardo
 https://www.catholic-hierarchy.org/bishop/bdinardo.html

 Here is the list of foreign secretaries (DiNardo isn’t among
them):

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Section_for_Relations_with_States
 As for the plans for an academy during the brief papacy of John

Paul I, I don’t see it as implausible. It’s even possible that some
people had those plans in mind before John Paul I was elected.
But this is pure speculation on my part.
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139. Brás Cubas says:
July 1, 2023 at 6:14 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Teilhard
It’s amazing how anti-semites are not content with being anti-
semites, and need everyone else to be as well. Michael Hudson
has broached the topic of Jews from a historical perspective
numerous times — e.g., in his recent article Origins of Debt:
How Financial Oligarchies in Greece & Rome Shaped Our
World, as I have pointed out in a comment.

 https://www.unz.com/runz/why-everything-you-know-about-
world-war-ii-is-wrong/?showcomments#comment-6010896

 Another example? Let’s step outside The Unz Review and take
an interview which appeared in CounterPunch:

 ‘Bronze Age Redux: On Debt, Clean Slates and What the
Ancients Have to Teach U’

 https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/05/01/bronze-age-redux-on-
debt-clean-slates-and-what-the-ancients-have-to-teach-u/

 In that interview one reads:
 

[MORE]
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140. annamaria says:
July 1, 2023 at 6:57 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Common Time
“Common neo-talmudic Time” can’t contain her hatred when
meeting an honest person.

1. Here is a simple explanation of what is going on in Ukraine;
this explanation is evident for all people with adequate IQ:

 International Jewry has united with self-proclaimed Ukrainian
neo-Nazis against Russia.

 The first neo-Nazi battalions in Ukraine were formed and
financed by the President of the Jewish Community of Ukraine,
who named himself “Judeo-Banderite.” Unsurprisingly, the
loudest hunters of holobiz revisionists — the thugs at the ADL
(created in memory of a Jewish rapist and murderer) — found
kindred spirits in Banderites who are now designated by the
Jewish Lobby as “freedom fighters.”
https://electronicintifada.net/content/israel-lobby-group-adl-
rehabilitates-hitlers-accomplices-ukraine/35021

2. Honest and principled people do not need to be paid to tell the
truth. Don’t project with your dirty accusation.

3. Your genocidal Nuland-Kagan, M. Albright, Zalkind-
Zemlyachka, Golda Meir, and similar “fighters with Amalek” are
still awaiting the judgment of Humanity for their crimes.
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https://clarityofsignal.com/2017/01/21/msm-mia-the-ukrainian-
oligarch-right-sector-nazis-mh-17-and-joe-bidens-son/

https://www.sott.net/article/416319-Who-will-have-the-power-in-
Ukraine-Gangster-mayors-oligarchs-dirty-money-and-criminals

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin
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141. annamaria says:
July 1, 2023 at 7:32 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Alden
Jews in the US and Canada joyfully tolerate the self-proclaimed
Nazis while imprisoning honest scientists and researchers in
WWII if the laws of chemistry and physics, and documented
facts, do not agree with the memes of the profitable extraction
schema of holobiz:

 “How a network of Ukrainian ultra-nationalists penetrated
Canada’s Conservative Party to lobby for military conflict”
https://thegrayzone.com/2020/03/26/canadian-conservative-
party-bandera-canada/

Canada’s ultra-nationalist Bandera lobby is today a major political player.
Through the so-called “Canadian Conference in Support of Ukraine” (CCSU),
many of Canada’s leading Conservatives have befriended a historically
criminal, fascist network of Ukrainian nationalists that has remained dedicated
to pushing the West to the brink of war with Russia since before World War
Two ended. …

Several nationalist subsidiary groups function under the CCSU’s umbrella.
They include the Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada, Homin Ukrainy, and
the Canadian Society of Veterans of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA). The
UPA was responsible for the ethnic cleansing of tens of thousands of ethnic
Poles and an unknown number of Jews from 1943 through ‘44.

Freeland (of Nazi-collaborator Chomyak ancestry) is a Canadian
version of Nuland-Kagan: http://coat.ncf.ca/P4C/70/70_54-
55.pdf

CHRYSTIA FREELAND’S NAZI HISTORY:
https://www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2022/02/23/chrystia-
freelands-nazi-history/

https://www.jta.org/archive/eight-jews-largest-number-ever-will-
hold-seats-in-new-canadian-parliament “Eight Jews will hold
seats in the new Canadian Parliament.” Mazel Tov on your
support of Bandefrites in Canada and Ukraine!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=annamaria
https://thegrayzone.com/2020/03/26/canadian-conservative-party-bandera-canada/
http://coat.ncf.ca/P4C/70/70_54-55.pdf
https://www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2022/02/23/chrystia-freelands-nazi-history/
https://www.jta.org/archive/eight-jews-largest-number-ever-will-hold-seats-in-new-canadian-parliament
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Freeland and Parubyj, the founder of the Ukrainian Nazi Party
Svoboda

 
Nuland-Kagan and Parubyj, the founder of the Ukrainian Nazi
Party Svoboda

• Agree: GomezAdddams
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142. Chris Moore says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 8:08 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@SolontoCroesus

Flavio Barbieri has done research that shows a radically different connection
— or lack of connection — between Moses and Jesus.

Little kike worms, rats and their paid off stooges always rewrite
history to conform to their devious, diabolical agenda.

Oy! Moses never existed. Oy! Jesus never existed! Oy! Western
Civilization never existed! All the people that took us kikes to
task never existed! Oy! Don’t say their names! Refuse to say
their names! They don’t exist!

It’s all part of the Satanic kike narrative and agenda, rewriting
history… memory holing history.

Orwell nailed these sadistic, lying, evil freaks in 1984.

• Replies: @SolontoCroesus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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143. Mr_Chow_Mein says:
July 1, 2023 at 9:02 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
For the U.S to start to repair the damage they have done to
themselves and others then they must be seen to make
structural changes and hold to account those who have wrought
so much evil.

Julian Assange must be released immediately, the Neocons
arrested and charged in the U.S with destroying U.S reputation
and standing in the world then handed over to international
authorities to face charges of destabilization of countries through
funding of coups.

And finally the U.S must remove the criminals and Gangsters
who are called “elite” from the center of democratic power, a
total rethinking of government so lobbying groups cannot have
their interests put above the vast majorities interest.

The U.S will not be seen as a trustworthy member of the world
until reform happens.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

144. Pierre de Craon says:
July 1, 2023 at 10:59 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago   ↑
@atp
Pardon me, but I don’t see the relevance of your comment. What
did Dulles have to do with Japanese peace initiatives?
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145. Marina Kirchen says:
July 1, 2023 at 11:16 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago   ↑
@Complex Pseudonymic Handle
His triology on the vile us empire is fantastic Sir, Madame.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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146. Luís says:
July 1, 2023 at 11:32 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago • 600 Words   ↑

Wow, mind boggling that many people still believe in the ‘cold
war’ and the myth of ‘USA vs Russia/China’ and such
geopolitical ‘conflicts’.

 You never heard of the international jewish bankers and the
plans of international jewry of establishing a “Universal
Republic”?

 What ‘great empire’ was that?
 Michael Hudson doesn’t know that the same elements created

capitalism and communism? Oh holy gullibility. America wanted
to ‘conquer Russia’? Wow, such gibberish put together.
And America was that ‘great’? In its 246 years of history,
America has done nothing but create wars after wars and mess
and pillage other sovereign nations across the world.

 And if you want to know who the so-called ‘founding fathers’
were, watch this revealing video:

 “The Hidden Faith of the Founding Fathers”
 *

 
Video Link

 = Dr Oscar Levy, german jewish physician and author, “L’Anti-
Semitism” pag 350: “There is scarcely an event in modern
Europe that cannot be traced back to the jews… Jewish
elements provide the driving force for both capitalism and
communism, for the material as well the spiritual ruin of this
world.”

 – “The jew is not satisfied with de-christianizing, he judaizes, he
destroys catholic or protestant faith, he provokes indifference but
he imposes his idea of the world, of morals and of life upon
those whose faith he ruins; he works at his age-old task, the
annihilation of the religion of Christ.”

 = London Jewish World, of february 9th, 1883: “The great ideal

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Lu%C3%ADs
https://www.bitchute.com/video/pcDrwZFumZDv/
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of judaism is that the whole world shall be imbued with jewish
teachings, and that in a universal brotherhood of nations, a
Greater Judaism, in fact, all the separate races and religions
shall disappear.”

 = Bernard Baruch, letter to Karl Marx, 1888: “The jewish people
taken collectively will be its own Messiah. His reign over the
universe will be obtained by the unification of the human race
and through the elimination of frontiers. A universal republic will
come into being in which the sons of Israel will become the
directing element, will be all of the same race and the same
traditional culture without, however, forming another nationality,
and will be without contradiction the leading element in all parts,
particularly if it is successful in laving upon the masses of
workers a permanent leadership by some jews. The
governments of peoples all pass with the formation of the
universal republic effortlessly into the hands of the israelites in
favour of the victory of the proletariat. The the personal property
of the rulers will be able to be suppressed by the rulers of the
jewish race who will everywhere govern the property of the
peoples. The promise of the Talmud will be fulfilled that when the
time of the Messiah has come, the jews will have the goods of
all peoples of the world in their possession.”

 = Rabbi Harry Waton, “A Program for the Jews and Humanity”,
1939: “It is not an accident that judaism gave birth to marxism
and it is not an accident that the jews readily took up marxism;
all this was in perfect accord with the progress of judaism and
the jews. The jews should realize that Jehovah no longer dwells
in Heaven, but he dwells in us right here on earth; we must no
longer look up to Jehovah as above us and outside us, but we
must see him right within us [pag.148])… Since the jews are the
highest and most cultured people on earth, the jews have the
right to subordinate to themselves the rest of mankind and to be
masters over the whole earth. Now, indeed, this is the historic
destiny of the jews (pag,99)… Judaism is communism,
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internationalism, the universal brotherhood of man, the
emancipation of the working class and the human society. It is
with these spiritual weapons that the jews will conquer the world
and the human race.”

• Replies: @Chris Moore, @Zumbuddi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
147. Agent76 says:

July 1, 2023 at 11:45 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
29/06/2023 The 1823 Monroe Doctrine and its First
Consequences for Global Politics: The Making the U.S. to be a
Global Empire

The doctrine was presented by the 5-th U.S. President James
Monroe (1817−1825) in 1823 as an official warning to (West)
European powers that any European policy of imperialistic
expansionism on the ground of the Americas (North, Central,
and South or Anglo-Francophone and Latin, i.e., Spanish &
Portuguese) was going to be taken into account by Washington
as a threat to the U.S. national interests.

https://countercurrents.org/2023/06/the-1823-monroe-doctrine-
and-its-first-consequences-for-global-politics-the-making-the-u-
s-to-be-a-global-empire/
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148. Rubicon says:
July 2, 2023 at 12:59 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anymike
We suggest you read the history of small/large Western
hegemons, ie the Spanish Empire & the British Empire.

 If you went back and thoroughly comprehended what Dr.
Hudson was saying you would understand that a nation losing
its own currency starts with detractors from other nations, who
develop trade and currencies with other countries. As those
circumstances rise, it eventually circumvents the lead nation and
its currency that was turned into a weapon of slavery.

• Replies: @Anymike
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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149. Al Ross says:

July 2, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 7.3 days ago   ↑
@Simon D
Are you Prof. Hudson’s hugely effective , non – random , troll
amanuensis ?

If so , further and better particulars are not required.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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150. Al Ross says:

July 2, 2023 at 1:59 am GMT • 7.3 days ago   ↑
@Gerry
I remind you of nobody . I read books . I possess eclectic tastes
.

You sound like a Mugwump Hillbilly.
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151. Anon[103] • Disclaimer says:
July 2, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 7.1 days ago   ↑
Russia protected its fellow Russian-speakers from further ethnic
violence by mounting its own Special Military Operation

Said so like a good lackey of the ruzzians

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

152. mulga mumblebrain says:
July 2, 2023 at 7:05 am GMT • 7.1 days ago   ↑
@anon
Don’t forget the outright morons, Low IQ Man reaching its
apotheosis.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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153. mulga mumblebrain says:

July 2, 2023 at 7:09 am GMT • 7.1 days ago   ↑
@atp
And already in touch with the Nazis and planning their post war
escapes, transfer of technology and loot to the new, Yankee,
Reich, and employment with the OSS/CIA, for example Klaus
Barbie, the creator of the eponymous doll, which he used in
torture.

• LOL: nokangaroos
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154. Chris Moore says: • Website
July 2, 2023 at 7:30 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Luís
The “Jews” are going to “emnacipate” the human race by taking
control of all its property, according to Marxist-Zionists. So
emancipation through slavery. “You will own nothing and be
happy.”

The “Jews” unapologetically announce their plans for genocidal
totalitarianism, and then are shocked…shocked!…when
Christians pogrom their asses.

I’m sure they were “shocked” when Moses pogrommed their
asses, too. And Germans/Western Civilization. And Muslims —
excuse me, “Islamofascists” — pogrom their asses.

It seems the only place they’ll be safe is in concrete bunkers.
Back the whitewashed tombs.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
155. Israeli dissident says:

July 2, 2023 at 12:12 pm GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Bill H.
And why do you think that there was only one purpose to the
SMO? The Ukrainian attack against the Donbass was the trigger
of the SMO with the intention of the US/NATO to destroy Russia
revealing itself through the the rebuilding and re-arming of the
Ukrainian forces. It is quite obvious that the intention of the West
was not for the Ukraine to win but for the West to destroy and
fragment Russia. But this assessment and understanding is an
ex post facto understanding. After all, we know that Putin
wanted a peace agreement but was denied one by the West.
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156. SolontoCroesus says:
July 2, 2023 at 2:27 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Chris Moore
Not a productive, or rational, response, Chris Moore. Rather
disqualifies you from participation in serious debate.

Not that it matters, really, but it does not seem that Barbiero is
Jewish: it is either true or not true that the direct descendants of
Moses disappear from the Hebrew Scriptures, a fact central to
Barbiero’s argument.

 Perhaps one of your bible study groups can prove or disprove
this situation.

Nor is Admiral Barbiero an academic/scholar; his interest in
biblical history and archeology is as an amateur and was
heightened only after his retirement from professional career in
physics and computer science-related fields:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=SolontoCroesus
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“Born on 1942 in Italy he has skills and competence on a number of scientific,
humanistic and technical matters. At Pisa University he was initiated to
Physics’ studies by two of the great scientist Enrico Fermi colleagues, Paolo
Franzini and Tullio Derenzini, and on 1967 he graduated as an Engineer, with
a thesis on the new-born Computer’s Science. Most of his professional life
was spent in Italian Navy’s research centres. . .

“His professional activity did not prevent him from cultivating a wide range of
non-military interests both in the scientific and cultural fields. He organized
two research expeditions to Antarctica, on 1975 and 1977, and wrote several
books ranging in subject from palaeo-climatology to biblical research. His
interest in the Bible goes back to the 1980s, when he became member of
the Centro Camuno di Studi Preistorici of the great archaeologist
Emmanuel Anati [who IS “of Jewish origin,” though born in Florence,
Italy]. His book “The Bible without Secrets – A historical reconstruction”
was inspired by Anati’s discoveries in the Negev desert, where the real
Moses’ Sinai has been identified. Since the ’80s he has participated to
yearly archaeological expeditions in Israel.

“Biblical research became prevalent after retirement on 1998 and has
produced a number of publications, both of historical and archaeological
content, a list of which can be found at the following link:
https://www.altriocchi.com/H_ITA/pi9/pi9_libri.html ”

https://independent.academia.edu/flaviobarbiero

PS re your #164: “I’m sure they were “shocked” when Moses
pogrommed their asses, too.”

1. The Levites volunteered to slay their fellow Jews. Arch-
neocon Michael Ledeen remarked on the willingness of “Jews to
slay Jews,” and boasted that he is “a proud Levite.”

2. I’ve often wondered where the gold came from to make the
Golden Calf (i.e. was it stolen from the Egyptians?); where it
went after the Calf-builders were slain; and, much later, how it
came to be that Josephus acquired gold treasure from the
Temple with which to bribe/pay for fulfillment of Josephus’s
“prophecy” that Vespasian would become emperor — where did
that gold come from? Was the Temple a “house of worship” or

https://www.altriocchi.com/H_ITA/pi9/pi9_libri.html
https://independent.academia.edu/flaviobarbiero
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the store-house for a “den of thieves?” (Matt. 21; further to
Michael Hudson’s claim that “the bible is about economics”
https://kairoscenter.org/bible-economics-hudson/

• Replies: @Chris Moore, @Zarathustra
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157. Ju says:

July 2, 2023 at 4:08 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rubicon
I cannot speak for „the Europeans“, only for the Germans I
know: Yes, there still seems to be a (though shrinking) majority
of mainstream media consumers who obviously will stick to this
propaganda as the ultimate truth till they drop dead, probably
because otherwise they would suffer a complete mental
breakdown. Those with higher formal education and higher
income are strongly overrepresented in that group; I guess
because they always vaguely supposed they somehow belong
to the ruling class. So realizing that the ruling class is also
damaging them is impossible for them because this illusion is a
strong part of their identity. I suppose those are the kind of
Europeans Rubicon is befriended with. The not so well to do
classes in Germany are much more critical and mistrusting
towards their government. And then there are the East
Germans, former inhabitants of the GDR, who say: “We have to
be patient with the West Germans, it’s their first dictatorship.”
For all these and some more, Germany has a blossoming
alternative media scene of true, very critical intellectuals and
their eager readers. Summing it up: There is not a thing like “the
Europeans”. A look at France helps too.
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158. SolontoCroesus says:
July 2, 2023 at 5:01 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago   ↑
@Brás Cubas
Thanks for this information about Cyril of Alexandria, Brás
Cubas, and also the links to Cardinal DiNardo.

 He’s still alive! A determined researcher would write to him and
get his side of the story.

The research librarian will be pleased to hear a solution to this
puzzle.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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159. Zumbuddi says:

July 2, 2023 at 5:51 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Luís
The obvious conclusion from Pinto’s video is that “United States
of America” was not founded as a Christian nation.

Rather, as narrator says ~40 min., for the Founders, “their view
of the Christian religion had more to do with a moral code
of conduct than faith in Jesus Christ.”

And that is what was revolutionary about their vision of what
America should be: NOT tied to the beliefs of a particular ruler or
sect, but committed to personal agency to live a moral life.

Like the man who mowed his neighbor’s lawn, Just because.
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160. anon[296] • Disclaimer says:
July 2, 2023 at 8:42 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard202
30119a.htm#:~:text=Retail%20markups%20in%20a%20number,
the%20increases%20in%20input%20prices.

Rising corporate profits were the largest contributor to Europe’s inflation over
the past two years as companies increased prices by more than the spiking
costs of imported energy. https://t.co/iEf6Emu0Rp pic.twitter.com/HYulCZgb8p

— IMF (@IMFNews) June 26, 2023

https://wallstreetonparade.com/2022/11/an-economists-chart-
goes-viral-shows-main-source-of-inflation/

https://www.rt.com/news/579088-inflation-reason-corporate-
profits/

https://www.theguardian.com/business/commentisfree/2021/dec/
29/inflation-price-controls-time-we-use-it

“Fiscal conservatives from Fox News, Commentary and National
Review have called her idea “perverse,” “fundamentally
unsound” and “certainly wrong.”  Even Nobel Laureate Paul
Krugman deleted a tweet where he called Weber “truly stupid.”
Fact-checkers from the Associated Press and the House’s Ways
and Means Committee have “debunked” this notion, and so
have a number of conservative think tanks like the Mises
Institute.

 The Washington Post’s Catherine Rampell posted a column last
month titled “An inflation conspiracy theory is infecting the
Democratic Party,” referring to the notion of “greedflation” or
what Weber calls “seller’s inflation.”RT

While Americans are fascinated with war on terror, gender-
sexidentity,and busy with spreading democracy, the corporate
run media ,poliitcal parties, and economist fawning and failing at

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20230119a.htm#:~:text=Retail%20markups%20in%20a%20number,the%20increases%20in%20input%20prices
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corporate feet are spinning the explanation for inflation on
covid,covid -help to poor and unemployed but vehementky and
angriliy leaving out the real reason.

Citizen United enacted in 2010 shepherded the dramatic profit of
the corporate . (FRED program (Federal Reserve Economic
Data).

Olyimpian gods fight smong themselves for proft while the
partisan worshippers marvel at the God’s geniouses ,talents,and
beauties and blaming themselves or the other victims for their
misfortunes .

This country is surviving by muscle power targeted both at the
domestic and foreign multitudes of deplorables who love to be
exploited .

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

161. Anon[173] • Disclaimer says:
July 2, 2023 at 9:25 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@lloyd
“I recently read in Quora”

Comment invalidated.
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162. Anon[176] • Disclaimer says:
July 2, 2023 at 9:53 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Miro23
There have been at least 109 expulsions (actually many more).

You can see the result by looking around.

They come back. Imagine eternally removing cockroaches from
your kitchen and placing them in your neighbor’s kitchen, and
his placing them right back in yours. Maybe you or Chris
consider that a necessary Christian discipline, but sane people
see how stupid it is.

The next expulsion MUST BE VERTICAL

“110 and never again” is the correct policy.

Relax, accept the truth of this, and embrace it. If you cannot,
then stand out of the way when we fix the problem.
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163. JerseyJeffersonian says:
July 2, 2023 at 10:58 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Sorry, but this is incorrect information. There were war crime
tribunals aimed at the Japanese Imperial government and the
Japanese Imperial military, substantially patterned after the
Nuremberg Tribunal. I used to work at a university law library,
and in our international collection there were many volumes
published with even more even recently being issued, and I was
responsible for shelving newly issued volumes as they arrived,
adding them to the already extensive set.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Military_Tribunal_for
_the_Far_East

• Replies: @Carlton Meyer
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164. Chris Moore says: • Website
July 2, 2023 at 11:29 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@SolontoCroesus

1. The Levites volunteered to slay their fellow Jews.Arch-neocon Michael
Ledeen remarked on the willingness of “Jews to slay

 Jews,” and boasted that he is “a proud Levite.”

Well, you’ve discovered why Zionists engineered the”Holocaust.”

Moses married a Gentile. That’s why he was “disappeared” by
the “Jews” (Hebrew tribesmen) as the book you cited notes. The
best of the Prophets, who also cursed the Hebrew trash, were
sometimes even killed by them. Moses, however, was eventually
reincarnated as Jesus Christ. (Father. Son. Holy Spirit.)

Great men? beings? entities? like Moses and Christ, and the
shockwaves they send out, sweep through history. Little kikes
like ((Ledeen)) attach themselves and their tribesmen in a
parasitic effort to steal the thunder, and then declare themselves
supreme (even as they work to back-stab the principles, ethics
and integrity established by the Trinity).

This is how they operate. This has always been how they
operated. And this will always be how they operate. Parasites.
Or Satanic, demon possessed tools, in religious parlance.

Also, it’s possible for goyim to become kikes. One just has to
belly crawl low enough, as Americans are seeing from their ZOG
owned “Christian” Zionist and Judeophile “liberal” politicos, well
on their way to becoming kikes like ((Ledeen)). Joe “I am a
Zionist” Biden is already there. So too is Trump. Their children
are married to kikes. As are Clinton’s offspring, as are Gore’s
offspring…

You get the idea.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chris+Moore
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The tragic thing is, for all their plotting, conspiring, treachery,
they’re going to end up with NOTHING, because they are
working against the will of the Trinity. How can it possibly be
otherwise? Their entire serpentine history reveals what they are:
soulles demons, rewarded with earthy riches but hopeless, fallen
outcasts surrounded by other fallen outcasts.

Stupid, stupid little worms.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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165. Zarathustra says:

July 3, 2023 at 1:02 am GMT • 6.3 days ago   ↑
@SolontoCroesus
Gold came from Passover night activity. Majority of Jews
Wanted it to be collective property of the tribe (communism) but
Moses wanted it divided. Battle ensued and Moses did win.
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166. Carlton Meyer says: • Website
July 3, 2023 at 1:12 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@JerseyJeffersonian

There were war crime tribunals aimed at the Japanese Imperial government
and the Japanese Imperial military, substantially patterned after the
Nuremberg Tribunal

The large Japanese royal family was exempt, to include famous
war criminals:

“After the war, General Douglas MacArthur granted immunity to
members of the Imperial Family. As a result, Asaka was never
tried for his involvement in the Nanjing Massacre by SCAP
authorities.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Yasuhiko_Asaka

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Carlton+Meyer
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167. Arthur MacBride says:
July 3, 2023 at 9:44 am GMT • 6.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
JFYI

Two US mercenaries recount their adventures killing Russians.
 Like RFK Jr’s son went there with same intention, making him

proud.

Happily it’s not going well for them.
 Unfortunately still alive, perhaps their next venture might be

joining John’s Johnson, Me And Ju-Ju, other Americans on UR
patriotically promoting their country’s Jewish war on Christian
Russia. Maybe Troy and David might not get that far.

 Others like them. One can hope.

Illustrating it’s not just the criminal US “government”, or “pastors”
like Hagee.

‘Worst Day in Afghanistan and Iraq is Great Day in Ukraine’ – US Merc

https://sputnikglobe.com/20230702/worst-day-in-afghanistan-
iraq-is-great-day-in-ukraine---us-merc-1111624430.html
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168. Arthur MacBride says:
July 3, 2023 at 10:47 am GMT • 5.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Arthur MacBride
Meanwhile more slaughter in Palestine from Troy and David’s
greatest ally.

 Using AF against civilians is standard practice for the Beast.
 They will have been used to that in Afghan and Iraq.

 Like their fathers in VN.
 Grandfathers in WW2.

Several Palestinians killed, dozens injured as Israeli forces, aircraft attack
West Bank city of Jenin

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/07/03/706349/Palestine-Israel-
military-deadly-airstrike-Jenin
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169. Showmethereal says:
July 3, 2023 at 11:13 am GMT • 5.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Unbornawakened
Russia does very well in physics and math and engineering. So
does Iran actually. China has passed the US in patents and cited
scientific research (in the majority of fields). China graduates
now more STEM workers than the U.S. and EU and Japan
combined (yes really). Only if you include India would it tip in US
and vassals favor. But then quality is an issue. Indians don’t do
well in Math and Physics competitions (such as the Olympiads)
as one would think since the US outsources so much software
and other engineering to India. Those competitions are generally
won by Chinese – Russians or American teams (with heavy
participation by Chinese Americans). So it’s certainly not clear
cut like you think.
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170. Arthur MacBride says:
July 3, 2023 at 12:03 pm GMT • 5.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Arthur MacBride
And just in case David and Troy, the Criminal Cartel that is their
govt, their “pastors” and allied people think that all their
bloodstained crimes, stretching back in time, will all somehow be
forgotten and smoothed over —

This is very unlikely.
 “All Accounts Will Be Paid In Full”.

 Though some may not believe this, it is much more likely today
than even just a few years ago as the west continues to falter.

USA gave a medal to commander WC Rogers of USS
Vincennes.

 Cleared of wrongdoing. Legion of Merit for “outstanding service”.

‘Nation will not forget US crimes’: Iran marks US downing of passenger flight

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2023/07/03/706371/Iran-
commemorate-anniversary-downing-passenger-plane-Nasser-
Kan-ani-Iranian-nation-US-crimes
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171. Joe Wong says:
July 3, 2023 at 2:48 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich
Pax Americana is no different from communism and other
tyrannies. Communism and other authoritarians were not
perfect, but they did stand against the tyrannies and high caste
financial parasites when they began.

Pax Americana is neither exceptional nor the chosen one, it is
just the same like all corrupted, decadent, and morally defunct
hegemonies and tyrannies before it in the history, but it was able
to hide its ugliness with lies, cheating and stealing better than all
its predecessors.
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172. Showmethereal says:

July 3, 2023 at 3:13 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
If Hungary does flip that would greatly help the Serbs as well.
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173. littlereddot says:
July 3, 2023 at 3:27 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
@Showmethereal
Oh, yes!

It sounds ambitious, but I would like to see the Russians linking
up with the Serbs thru Hungary thru the Carpathians and
Transnistria and Odessa. That would be an ideal outcome of the
war.

• Replies: @showmethereal
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174. different commentator's name says:

July 3, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
America was NEVER great. A country build on slavery and
ethnic cleansing is NOTHING to brag about.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

175. Hulkamania says:
July 3, 2023 at 3:57 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Unbornawakened
Europe cannot be considered any sort of independent economic
power. Europe is just a middle-man in the American neocolonial
economic system. With the breakdown of that system, which is
already starting due to america’s monetary policy and the war
against Russia and China, Europe’s economy is
inconsequential. It simply evaporates. The future of Europe is to
serve as a dumping ground for excess Africans, while the
declining white European population becomes a brain drain pool
for the USA. It has nothing else.
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176. PeterAG says:
July 3, 2023 at 4:25 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Rich
#63 Rick

 Yes america stood up against communism we are told
 Trouble is the US/UK were the ones who encouraged the

communist side in the most wellknown communist revolutions!
 And in good time the concerned aristocracy also explicitely

explained why, but such details tend to be forgotten.
 They namely, and very logically, argued that they didnt want

capitalist competition.

They also aimed to conjure a world government under their
control and they calculated that the hired revolutionaries would
make the masses love them out of gratitude.

The cuban case is even more absurd than the russian and
chinese cases since the US kept a huge military base there
without the western communist sympathisers ever seeming to
think that is a bit odd.

Neither does it seem to raise any suspicions when the CIA
claimed to have failed in countless assassination attempts on
Castro.

 (What regards failed assassination attempts on De Gaulle it isnt
obvious that the US wanted France to retain Algeria. The US
may have vacillated about Vietnam but overall they wanted the
European style colonialism brought down)

For the USSR, Trotsky intended to turn it into a land of farmers
and technology was to be imported from the west.

And later, western aristocratic socialists would patronisingly
praise China for having so called appropriate technology.

 Ie primitive technology.
 Needing to import anything more advanced.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=PeterAG
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I think the 20th century’s special relation with the UK has in a
way paralysed the capability for independent thinking of the
americans. By design!

The special in that relation is that the British designed the
internal structure of the US what regards everything that matters
regarding propaganda think tanks intelligence etc.

I dont think it is commonly known that the US/UK celebrated
THE DAY OF INTERDEPENDENCE after WWI. In Britain.
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177. Showmethereal says:

July 3, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
@Agent76
Do yourself a favor and stop listening to “China Uncensored”.
Run by the Falun Gong cult with the help of your favorite
alphabet agencies. A real waste of time
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178. Showmethereal says:

July 3, 2023 at 4:57 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Indeed Japan got off east compared to Germany. That’s why it
boggles the mind the leaders could be crazy enough for another
military build up. Blood guilt has to be paid one way or another
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179. skrik says:
July 3, 2023 at 5:34 pm GMT • 5.6 days ago   ↑
@Gerry

costing the American public $500 per second

Is it really so expensive for ‘the Fed’ to print $s? Since 1913.
These days just computer keystrokes? Bah.

Deeper and deeper America sank into debt

Payable to whom, eh?

With their ‘free money’ (((they))) buy up the world.
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180. Joe Wong says:
July 3, 2023 at 6:37 pm GMT • 5.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Dropping of the two atomic bombs lets the Japanese got off too
easy, and let Hirohito got off too easy.

Some people may feel awful when looking at those images of
suffering victims of the A-bomb and they are right. But for each
such photo, there are thousands of unsung untold images of
suffering victims of atrocities and beastly acts at the hands of
Japanese imperialism.

Asians are all sure that these two American bombs saved lives
and cut short of suffering of many, many millions of people,
including millions of Japanese people. And for that we remain all
thankful for the wisdom and courage of dropping these two
bombs.

General McArthur made a dire strategic error on the part of the
US for not abolishing the Japanese emperor system that still
represents this evil thing Japanese imperialism that may come
back to haunt America in some sneaky way a la Pearl Harbor,
once they are about able to.

The Japanese is unrepentant war criminals, they are still
denying war crimes, crimes against peace, and crimes against
humanity they committed in the WWII. The Japanese are still
illegally occupying territories they agreed to let go in their
unconditional surrender. And the the Japanese are still adoring
their class-A war criminal forebears in their nation shrine.

• Thanks: littlereddot
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181. Manik says:
July 3, 2023 at 10:16 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Amerikkka celebrates it phony “independence” day 2moro. A
nation w/ the highest incarceration rate, yet is about 4 or 5% of
the world population. Where said prisoners still get stigmatized
even after doing their sentence & getting out, according to this
op-ed.

Quite a few get imprisoned for victimless things like being in
possession of & smoking a plant. So much for a “clean slate”.
Amerikkka is / was a joke.

 A bad one of course.

https://www.expressnews.com/opinion/commentary/article/comm
entary-former-inmates-still-punished-after-18173056.php

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

182. Manik says:
July 3, 2023 at 10:17 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago   ↑
@Hulkamania
“The future of Europe is to serve as a dumping ground for
excess Africans, while the declining white European population
becomes a brain drain pool for the USA. It has nothing else.“

100% spot on.
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183. d dan says:
July 4, 2023 at 8:25 am GMT • 5.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Joe Wong

“And for that we remain all thankful for the wisdom and courage of dropping
these two bombs.”

Japanese is trying to get back by dumping toxic nuclear water
into Pacific Ocean: if you let us “eat” the atomic bombs, why
can’t we let the world eat contaminated seafoods and rain under
radioactive clouds?
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184. Amerimutt Golems says:
July 4, 2023 at 12:46 pm GMT • 4.8 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
The Stockholm syndrome, a proposed condition in which a
hostage develops positive emotions with his or her captor, sums
up relations between much of Europe and Washington. In
addition to economic harm, Denmark enabled the National
Security Agency to spy on so-called United States allies.

Even the person heading the European Commission, once
known as ‘Rose Ladson,’ is an American of sorts like the clown
previously based at 10 Downing Street. Bozo relinquished his
U.S. citizenship to avoid tax demands the Internal Revenue
Service makes on people living overseas.

Asserting national interests requires a backbone. Frogs did it in
the past. Under Charles de Gaulle, France left the alliance’s
integrated military structure in 1967 to restore its sovereignty.
Feeble U.S. backing in Indochina, notably at Dien Bien Phu,
contributed to the decision as did the humiliating retreat from
Egypt after Dwight Eisenhower objected to the French, British,
and Israeli invasion.

Across the border, German leader Willy Brandt engaged the
Soviet bloc during the Cold War. Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger were cynical at first. The Günter Guillaume scandal
tainted the pragmatic policy shift. Olaf Scholz is a hypocrite
since he used to berate NATO and the presence of American
troops in West Germany. He held radical views back then when
there was strong resistance to deploying Pershing II and SS-20
ballistic missiles on corresponding halves of the Iron Curtain.

Rather than colonizing the globe, the rational priority in Beijing is
to maintain the flow of imported raw materials and energy
sources needed to power industries. The chief handicap is
geography. Many inputs and manufactured goods sold to
international consumers pass through the Strait of Malacca, a

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Amerimutt+Golems
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narrow waterway linking the Andaman Sea (Indian Ocean) to the
South China Sea. The U.S. Navy, in conjunction with New Delhi
plus Singapore, can close this vital choke point and thus
damage the Chinese economy. Such a scenario is possible if
one listens to John Bolton despite mutual assured destruction
given trade interdependence. Victoria Nuland wrecked Ukraine
by handing out cookies.

Hu Jintao recognized the Malacca dilemma following the U.S.
invasion of Iraq two decades ago. The Belt and Road Initiative
was conceived as an alternate route to address the vulnerability.
On the flip side, sanctions imposed on Russia could affect the
project. Besides building aircraft carriers and hypersonic weapon
systems to confront U.S. maritime belligerence, China is setting
up bases abroad along critical shipping lanes. These tactics
parallel the naval expansion Theodore Roosevelt ordered to
showcase might and keep potential foes out of the Americas.

Truth be told, China has perfected seizing opportunities with
both hands. To attract foreign direct investment, modernize, and
lift millions out of poverty, it exploited special economic zones
Alfred Marshall identified in another century. Industrial parks
were initially established in Guangdong and Fujian provinces.

In the wake of the historic Deng Xiaoping visit, many Chinese
students were allowed into America. Washington’s intent was to
turn some of them into moles. The scheme inadvertently
facilitated the transfer of knowledge. The obsession with racial
plus gender quotas at class-oriented Ivy League and Oxbridge
universities is likely to further benefit China in the long-term.
Beijing values science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics. Conversely, ‘Mickey Mouse’ degrees have
proliferated in the West.
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A changing world order is afoot according to Raymond Dalio. He
isn’t Chinese, but invests in China via the hedge fund
Bridgewater Associates. The billionaire believes the U.S. is in
terminal decline considering trillions spent on wars, persistent
deficits, fiat money, a beleaguered middle class, demographic
trends, and political squabbles.

• Thanks: GomezAdddams
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

185. Joe Wong says:
July 4, 2023 at 6:23 pm GMT • 4.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@d dan
You are right, the Americans did not do a thorough job. If the
Americans had wiped Japan from the map, then there would be
no Japanese to carry out their evil vengeance by dumping toxic
nuclear water into Pacific Ocean, making the world eat
contaminated seafoods and rain under radioactive clouds
caused by the crippled and unfixed Fukushima nuclear power
plant in Japan.

It is all Americans’ fault.
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186. rgl says:
July 4, 2023 at 10:23 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
There is no such thing as a great empire. All empires follow the
same script more or less. Stage 1 is consolidation – get all your
horses in the same pen. Stage 2: expansion. Grab as much of
the world as you can and milk it for the greater glory of … yada
… yada. Stage 3 is the hard part. It consists of pacifying all your
acquistions and keeping the vassals in line. This is empire’s
bugaboo. This is where pretty much every single empire gets
hung out to dry. Outposts (bases) hither and yon, constant low-
level conflict and ultimately the draining of both the treasury and
warm bodies able to wield a weapon. This is where the current
empire is at. China is the next up-and-comer but I do not have
any confidence that it will perform any better than it’s
predecessor. As long as there are empires, there will be war.
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187. GomezAdddams says:

July 4, 2023 at 10:36 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr. Rock
And here comes another but in 2024 the US electorate will re-
elect Amtrak Joe–clickety clack–down the track…….

“US President Joe Biden’s son Hunter, involved in several drugs
and corruption scandals, was in the White House grounds not
long before a white powdery substance believed to be cocaine
was found in the West Wing, US media reported on Tuesday.”
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188. Pierre de Craon says:
July 4, 2023 at 10:38 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Gerry

… the honesty of Abraham Lincoln …

The sobriquet Honest Abe was coined by Lincoln’s staffers and
explained in various ways, all of them linked to fantasies of
integrity. After all, unless it’s a New York Jewish lawyer, who
could possibly be more honest than a lawyer and politician who
spent his adult life bending over backwards to help wealthy
railroad magnates get government approval for access to public
land on which, once privatized, they could build more and more
profit-making railroad tracks?

Even more interesting is that Lincoln’s political foes—specifically,
supporters of Stephen Douglas—embraced the nickname, too.
What they saw in it, however, was limitless potential for
sarcasm. Alas, as did many before and since, they overrated the
intelligence of the American public.*

 ____
 *With a tip of the hat to H. L. Mencken.
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189. GomezAdddams says:
July 4, 2023 at 11:17 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Mr_Chow_Mein
Ouch—USA applied tariffs–accused China wrongly of supplying
fentanyl- banned chips to China but forgot one thing—–
checkmate !!!!

“China has imposed restrictions on exporting two strategic raw
materials, gallium and germanium, which are crucial for the
world’s electronic chip-making industry. The US mainstream
press called Beijing’s move a “second counter-measure” in the
unfolding Sino-American tech confrontation, which followed the
People’s Republic sanctioning America’s Micron Technology
(MU) in May.

 Last October, the Biden administration unveiled an
unprecedented set of export controls that restricted Chinese
companies from purchasing advanced chips made anywhere in
the world using US technology, as well as chip-making
equipment.”
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190. GomezAdddams says:

July 4, 2023 at 11:43 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago   ↑
@Showmethereal
Isshi Shiro was Boss of Harbin 731 Biological Lab but following
WWII he was NOT executed as a War Criminal but paid big
money and relocated to America –Fort Detrick.
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191. littlereddot says:
July 5, 2023 at 2:01 am GMT • 4.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@rgl

All empires follow the same script more or less

This I agree. All empires go through developmental phases,
including one of expansion

China is the next up-and-comer

This I do not agree.

China’s expansionist phase ended about 1000 AD.

She has no appetite for empire, just as the Brits have no more
appetite for empire.

To use the delightful American phrase…..China has “been there,
done that”.
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192. GomezAdddams says:
July 5, 2023 at 5:31 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Quartermaster
Brains–USA has brains—

It is that Solar Radiation Modification (SRM). This document
addresses the issue of solar geoengineering from a “risk of
intervention vs. risk of no action” framework.

This 44-page document was required by Congress in a policy
report accompanying the 2022 appropriations bill.

It juggles several ways to limit the amount of sunlight reaching
Earth, such as

 Stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI), to multiply the amount of
aerosols in the stratosphere to reflect the sun’s rays away from
the planet, like what naturally occurs after a volcanic eruption.

 Marine cloud brightening – to increase cloud cover over the
oceans.

Cirrus cloud thinning, or reducing the amount of high-flying cirrus
clouds, which reflect solar radiation to Earth.

 ========================================
 Global Cooling ???

Joe Biden has more on the brain than simply Amtrak’s ability to
deliver 600 pound riders !!!
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193. mulga mumblebrain says:
July 5, 2023 at 6:32 am GMT • 4.1 days ago   ↑
@GomezAdddams
And Shiro had visited the USA as early as the 1920s,
proselytising for bio-warfare. As American as apple pie or
smallpox laden blankets given to the Indians. ‘Christian charity’.
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194. mulga mumblebrain says:

July 5, 2023 at 6:38 am GMT • 4.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Pierre de Craon
It was the same in Austfailia. John Howard earned the sobriquet
‘Honest’ John after numerous political lies. Sarcasm at its
‘finest’. But, years later, Howard’s propaganda goons and his
stooges in the Murdoch MSM cancer, began using it as if it was
a true description of his character. He was PM, the worst in our
history, and, in my opinion, a minor war criminal from his
enthusiastic support for the Iraq genocide in 2003 onwards, from
1996, testament to the country’s moral imbecility.
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195. anon[361] • Disclaimer says:

July 5, 2023 at 9:00 am GMT • 4.0 days ago   ↑
@Gerry
Unless the government is sending the tax revenue to non –
government agents for non – public spenditure, the debt owed to
the citizen or the internal debt is not a burden on the citizen.
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196. seleukas says:
July 5, 2023 at 12:38 pm GMT • 3.8 days ago   ↑
@Odyssey
This stone is indeed in Xanthos, 15 km from my summer home.
This area however is Lycia, NOT Lydia. The text is in the so-
called Lycian language and if I am not mistaken still not
comprehensively deciphered.
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197. GMC says:

July 5, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@annamaria
AS long as Kolomoisky’s mega building is standing in Dnipro,
the Jews are still in the Game. Russia is just watching Zelensky
loot the two oldest Russian churches in Kiev, which is
unacceptable , and there should be a reciprocal strike on the
Jewish properties. Russia is giving the owners of the Ukie Nazis-
a Pass, so far.
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198. John Johnson says:
July 5, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 3.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
As Europe declines, it will also become less attractive to
Africans. An equilibrium will be reached at some point.

At that time, Europeans will typically look something like “milk
coffee coloured” Brazilians….not that that is a bad thing. ….
Brazilians are a good looking people.

An equilibrium will be found before Europe becomes Brazil.

Brazil started with a Portuguese minority that supported creating
mulattoes for the economy.

Upper-middle class White liberals in positions of power do not
breed with Africans. It’s mostly poor Whites and
disproportionately women from broken homes. I used to work in
a large office building with urban White liberal women and not a
single one dated Blacks. Anecdotal but look at the husbands of
White female politicians. Even AOC has the Whitest guy in the
room.

So what you will end up with is increased class and racial
division. Not a South American culture.

Such conditions will most likely lead to extremist parties and the
potential breakup of countries.

Many of us oppose globalism not because we are assholes but
because we are concerned with increase disunity and chaos in
countries that already have strict class divisions from capitalism.
France on fire tells us that our concerns were correct. Paris was
already going down the tubes as a city of the past. I still haven’t
heard a SINGLE liberal tell me that they are returning to Paris.
Everyone wants to go back to Ireland or Greece. When liberals
say nothing about Paris you know it is bad.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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199. Richlion says:

July 6, 2023 at 10:24 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Good article but I would rename the title. America was, past
tense, great before it became a world empire. Think about it, we
started internecine warfare (Civil War, WWI, WWII and all the
wars since then). Look at the lives it killed of our racial brothers.

 The “Empire” has about 800 military bases around the world.
Look at the cost of that. Then there the wealth we have stolen
from other countries (re: “I Was an Economic Hitman”.) Look at
how certain international banksters in the US financed
communism in Russia and China.

 “Make America great by making America local again!”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

200. Bodash says:
July 6, 2023 at 11:21 am GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
was researching the ecosystem & tribes of the Darien Gap, a
stretch of jungle that separates north & south America. This
turned up many articles about would-be migrants trekking said
jungle en route 2 the modern day Rome. Ever noticed how rare
it is 4 hordes of Norwegians, French, or Danes 2 emigrate 2 that
shithole? Amerikkka is mostly taking in the bottom-feeders, who
likely don’t know its days r numbered

https://www.elpasotimes.com/story/news/immigration/2023/06/3
0/thousands-of-migrants-brave-darin-gap-in-colombia-panama-
to-reach-us/70373695007/
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201. GomezAdddams says:
July 7, 2023 at 1:52 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
The Fukushima reactors melted down in March 2011 after a
devastating earthquake and tsunami knocked out the power
supply and cooling system, contaminating water within the plant.

The resulting nuclear accident was the worst since Chernobyl,
and the clean-up has lasted more than a decade, with most
areas declared off-limits due to radiation now reopened.

It always comes back full circle. Fester is ordering his glow in the
dark sushi —-
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202. anon[106] • Disclaimer says:

July 7, 2023 at 6:57 am GMT • 2.1 days ago   ↑
Will the “New Germans” – Arabs and Africans – keep up
Germany’s historic role as the engine of Europe’s economy?
Germany has magic soil after all and it magically makes low IQ
rape-fu-gees into high IQ Germans as soon as they step foot
there! Right???
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203. Just an American says:
July 7, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr. Rock
Russia should just have held onto Crimea and parts of
eastern Ukraine instead of doing a second invasion last year
that has seen Russia gain little and lose much.

So what if Ukraine joined NATO?

98% of Europe is either in NATO or about to join.

There is no stopping it. Countries want to join NATO, not Russia.

Belarus will probably also join NATO someday. Its people do not
want to be under Russia hegemony.

No one wants to be under Russia hegemony.

As an aside: if neocons/Jews are behind all this, let Russia say
so. But no, Putin won’t lay it on the line about neocons/Jews.

• Replies: @Rocko.
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204. Mr_Chow_Mein says:

July 8, 2023 at 4:03 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The decision to send cluster munitions to Ukraine shows the U.S
is unfit for world leadership and the sooner the Empire falls the
better for all.

The aftermath of the Empire falling will then be marked by civil
unrest as Europe and other western nations try to undo the
destruction of the attack on whiteness spearheaded by the U.S
by rounding up and repatriation of those forced on white nations.
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205. GomezAdddams says:
July 8, 2023 at 6:49 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Poupon Marx
Friday July 9, 2023 US Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) said he
will be working with Republican and Democratic senators to
pass a resolution pushing for the admission of Ukraine into
NATO.

“Absolutely not. This is exactly wrong – as usual – and could
very well lead us to war with Russia, something no one should
want,” Senator Rand Paul said on Friday in response to
Lindsey’s proposal.

Graham said he believes there is an overwhelming majority of
senators who would support this proposition.

Ukrainian membership in NATO, according to Graham, could be
one of the best way to prevent future wars and promote peace.

Justin Trudeau and Rishi Sunak are supporters of Lindsey
Graham and bible man Billy Graham.

Graham Crackers comes to mind.
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206. Odyssey says:
July 8, 2023 at 8:00 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@seleukas
Considering your name, you may have a distant Serbian origin.
Yes, the mainstream still hides that the Etruscan script was
decoded, and a book written about it almost 40 years ago by a
Serbian priest who served in Italy and the US. He also
determined that it was the same script as on the Xanthos
obelisk. I have a translation of that text, and a guy has already
defended his doctorate by interpreting the legal aspects of that
inscription.

Of course, Wiki says that all those Anatolian languages are lost,
but it also says that it is a Greek text. It is not a Greek text
because there were no Greeks there at that time and some
letters are not Greek. If the text was Greek, then the general
public would already know what is written in that text. It would be
strange if such a clear text, much simpler than hieroglyphics,
was left undeciphered and no one even tried to do it. The truth is
different, and the mainstream does not want the general public
to know it.
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207. Avery says:
July 8, 2023 at 1:34 pm GMT • 19.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@GomezAdddams
{USA should be removed from the United Nations}

Impossible.

US is a permanent member of UN: that means as long as UN
exists, US cannot be removed. The other permanent members:
Russia (USSR), UK, France, China.

The “West”, the Anglo-American Empire — US+UK — has
corrupted the UN to a degree that it cannot be fixed. At some
point it will cease to be relevant: I think Russia+China will create
another, alternative block with the “Global South” and such.

Russia and China are more or less sticklers for UN rules, but
US+UK have ignored or deliberately corrupted it for so long, that
as long as US+UK are in it, it is useless.

 Ex: the so-called ‘Rules Based Order’ is US+UK attempt to
circumvent UN, and run the world with their own made-up rules.
when it suits them, but only use UN rules when it benefits them.
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208. Anymike says:
July 8, 2023 at 5:24 pm GMT • 15.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rubicon
Everybody keeps on repeating the same thing over and over
again without presenting any proof that it all will really happen. I
suppose there is a counter argument somewhere as well, but I
am not the one who is qualified to develop and present that
argument in economic and fiscal terms.

The best highly generalized counter argument I can think of is
the argument that the United States of America (aka “America’)
is not an empire in the same sense as these other empires were
but in fact a geopolitical isolate which would in the end do better
if it was isolated more.

The continuation of the argument, I suppose, is that the present
globalist, internationalist and democratic universalist regime is,
in fact, preventing America from playing its geopolitical assets. I
can understand though. When the next generation of the
American plutocracy goes abroad for their junior year and their
other studies and travels, they don’t want to be burdened with
having to defend or explain their own country. As adults, rinse
and repeat.
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